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ABSTRACT

The threat that emanates from violent extremism in the United States has shifted from large-scale networked cells to lone-wolf attackers. These violent extremists vary in ethnicity, race, age, religion, and motivations, and their path to radicalization is not linear. However, the majority of Department of Homeland Security programs designed to combat violent extremism still focus exclusively on the Muslim population and on community-based approaches.

This thesis identifies two separate but related deficiencies in current countering violent extremism (CVE) programs: first, their inability to prevent attacks perpetrated by individuals who have been interviewed by law enforcement but did not become subjects of a formal investigation, and second, their inability to provide early intervention for individuals who are vulnerable to radicalization. This research proposes a multi-disciplinary, comprehensive model to prevent violent extremism at every intervention point, leveraging law enforcement capabilities, neighborhood policing models, and more robust threat assessment methods.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Terrorist recruitment and radicalization is a hazard facing our nation, regardless of whether the threat is from a domestic or foreign terrorist organization.\(^1\) There are many ways an individual can radicalize, and the path to radicalization is not linear.\(^2\) In order to implement a sustainable program that disengages violent extremists and makes communities safer, we must first understand the diverse causes of violent extremism.

The thesis examines ten case studies to determine how individuals have historically been recruited, inspired, and radicalized to provide an analytic framework for assessing the diversity of the current threat environment. The subjects reviewed vary in age, race, and ideological beliefs. Within the ten cases, the analysis found thirty-eight total factors that contribute to violent extremism, demonstrated by grievances, ideology, networks (virtual and in-person), and public health. Together, these case studies show there is not a single contributing factor that causes an individual to carry out an act of terrorism. Many of the subjects ascribed to different ideologies and theologies, suffered from personal and specific grievances, or had a virtual or in-person network, and two individuals displayed signs of mental illness.

To prevent individuals from going down a path toward violent extremism, countering violent extremism (CVE) efforts began in the United States in approximately 2011. In September 2015, then-Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson implemented the Office of Community Partnerships.\(^3\) With the growing threat of homegrown terrorism, it became apparent that the Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties at the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) did not conduct community engagement; the Office of Community Partnerships was established to fill this gap. Through this program, Johnson

---


U.S. CVE programs have created a solid foundation from which to grow, and have certainly come a long way. They have fostered relationships with communities and established early interventions via youth education. Although community engagement is an essential aspect of this relationship building, it is difficult to measure the effectiveness of engagement when it comes to deradicalization. Government aspirations to facilitate better relationships with minority communities are undoubtedly well-intentioned; however, they may have an adverse effect if such relationship building is focused on only one community, or if they foster ulterior motives beyond establishing a genuine community bond. Moreover, CVE programs focus on building community relationships to counter the jihadist threat but fail to account for the full spectrum of other violent extremism, including white supremacy, left-wing terrorism, and non-ideologically motivated mass shooters.

Another problem with current CVE programs is that they are not designed to operate in the pre-criminal space. They do not address the surfacing issue of former law enforcement subjects who, though released from police investigation, go on to carry out an attack. Additionally, current programs do not provide a window for an active bystander to report concerning behavior \textit{before} it becomes violent.\footnote{Robert L. McKenzie, “Countering Violent Extremism in America: Policy Recommendations for the next President,” Brookings, October 18, 2016, https://www.brookings.edu/research/countering-violent-extremism-in-america-policy-recommendations-for-the-next-president/#footnote-22.} When a terrorist attack occurs that involves a prior subject of law enforcement, the media widely criticize law enforcement. This brings great public attention to particular segments of the community and can overshadow the community’s willingness to get involved, especially since people who are close to a radicalized individual—or a person in the process of radicalizing—have expressed desire to assist the appropriate agency.\footnote{Matt Apuzzo, “Only Hard Choices for Parents Whose Children Flirt with Terror,” \textit{New York Times}, April 9, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/10/us/parents-face-limited-options-to-keep-children-from-terrorism.html.}
However, there is a model that helps address the issue of violent extremism using a range of diverse professionals. The model is known as multidisciplinary teams (MDTs). MDTs draw professionals from distinct disciplines (law enforcement, mental health, education, mentor organizations, religious organizations, etc.) who jointly work to address the community’s needs. An MDT’s resources may not always be a perfect fit for at-risk persons; however, their interventions can contribute to early identification and intervention of impending violent behavior. Researchers have found that early preventative measures are most effective when they are carried out by multiple collaborating agencies or MDTs.

The research indicates that MDTs can play a vital role in two ways: by creating risk assessment identifiers that help pinpoint individuals who are at risk of violent extremism, and by determining the best way to prevent the individual from becoming more entrenched in the extreme ideology.

The two risk assessment models studied in this thesis, the VERA-2R and the National Threat Assessment Center school safety model, focus on different types of threats but have commonalities. Both models use MDTs and stress an individualized approach, and both look at a broad spectrum of factors. Moreover, both stress that although there is a group dynamic involved in assessing risk, risk assessment tools should not be the only consideration. Gathering additional data from stakeholders or interviews might inform a better decision. As a recent DHS study points out, “Proper validation of an assessment instrument involves collecting data from a known population and applying the tool to those cases to determine how effectively it performs.”

---


10 RTI International, 32.
Equally important to MDTs is trust between communities and the police. An effective model shows the community members that they play a role in keeping their community safe. If MDTs can garner community support, they may be better able to identify the core causes of active targeted violence. This partnership could encourage community members to report alarming behavior to law enforcement, who can then intervene earlier in the radicalization process and offer appropriate treatment.\textsuperscript{11} The NYPD neighborhood policing program has provided a platform that works to both establish trust and protect citizens. Such relationship-building techniques are essential for establishing a centralized reporting plan and a sense of shared responsibility—a connection between the local law enforcement department and its community members, and confidence in citizens who report crimes.

The thesis concludes by suggesting a law enforcement–led intervention model. The proposed model is not designed to replace current CVE programs exclusively; it should be used in addition to current existing preventive measures. The targeted intervention model is aimed at addressing all extremist ideologies that pose a threat toward our communities and advocates for forming an MDT that is chaired by law enforcement or another city agency. The thesis includes considerations about how the MDT should be organized, the factors team members should consider when developing an intervention topic, and the procedure for establishing a reporting and information-sharing system.

To support tailored disengagement programs, the public should be educated about the MDT program and its objectives. Both the public and the program’s stakeholders should also understand the different behavioral signs that might identify an individual who is going down a path to violent extremism. This is particularly important because, at times, there is a negative connotation when law enforcement is operating in the non-criminal space. The agencies involved should build on the existing relationships between members of the MDT and the community when explaining the program. Such relationships help the public become receptive to the program based on existing trust.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND HYPOTHESES

What we have gathered so far looks to us like this is a complete multi-system failure, that you had the school system failed … you had the mental health system failed … When he [a violent extremist] went to purchase a gun, that system failed … The FBI failed. When you look at it, this should never have happened.

—Howard Finkelstein¹

Government-funded countering violent extremism (CVE) programs are flawed. Because the basic unit of engagement for CVE programs is the community rather than the individual, and the broad goal social cohesion and integration, they tend not to be effective at early intervention. Furthermore, CVE programs focus on building community relationships to counter the jihadist threat but fail to account for the full spectrum of other violent extremism, such as white supremacy, left-wing terrorism, and non-ideologically motivated mass shooters. Their exclusive focus on Muslims has caused that population to feel stigmatized and targeted.² Although government aspirations to facilitate better relationships with minority communities are undoubtedly well-intentioned, they may have an adverse effect if such relationship-building is focused on only one community, or if they foster ulterior motives beyond establishing a genuine community bond. Because they tend to target Islamic extremists, CVE programs also fail to include the larger range of social services (and thus multidisciplinary partners) required to treat other root causes of


radicalization, such as mental illness, social isolation, and personal grievances.\(^3\) Additionally, CVE programs overlook a crucial channel: identifying and engaging individuals who have radicalized, or who potentially will radicalize. Many individuals who have been released from law enforcement investigation or arrest continue to pose a threat; some even attempt or carry out an attack. Law enforcement must play a larger, more active role in the continued engagement of these individuals and must build a stronger rapport with the communities that can offer vital information.

Although CVE programs have helped immigrant communities assimilate into Western societies and have educated minority communities about the dangers of radicalization, they have failed to engage the collaboration needed among stakeholders to carry out targeted interventions.\(^4\) Three strategies can potentially improve current CVE programs: multidisciplinary teams (MDTs), the public health model, and the New York City Policy Department (NYPD) neighborhood policing model. MDTs have successfully integrated a wide range of professionals in support of a common cause; for example, the Montgomery County, Maryland, MDT draws professionals from distinct disciplines (law enforcement, mental health, education, clergy, etc.) who jointly work to address the community’s—and its peoples’—needs.\(^5\) The MDT approach might not work for every at-risk person, but it may reduce the number of eventual attackers who had at some point been investigated by law enforcement but were released without further engagement—such as Omar Mateen and Elton Simpson.

---


B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. How can law enforcement re-engage subjects who were once under investigation for terrorism and, though released, are still at risk of radicalization?

2. How can law enforcement adopt a collaborative approach to expand its community outreach model concerning violent extremism?

C. LITERATURE REVIEW: APPROACHES FOR MITIGATING VIOLENT EXTREMISM

There are many ways an individual can radicalize, and there is no linear process toward radicalization. In order to implement a sustainable program that disengages violent extremists and makes communities safer, we must first understand the diverse causes of violent extremism. There are four main schools of thought about motivations—and thus approaches to mitigation—behind violent extremism and radicalization: grievance-based, ideology-based, network-based, and most recently, public health–based. This literature review discusses the key scholars and sources associated with each.

1. Grievance-Based Approach

The grievance-based literature focuses on anger (especially toward perceived inequality) as the core driver of radicalization at the individual level. According to this school of thought, radicalized individuals become violent due to feelings of rage and resentment toward a certain race, government, or religious group. Proponents of this theory point to cases such as Palestinian suicide bombers who feel oppressed by the Israeli government, Tamil Tigers who wish to vindicate their heritage and culture by fighting the Sinhalese regime, and the Russian terrorist group People’s Will, which felt the police did

---


not investigate a crime properly. The research supports the idea that grievances lead to anger, and anger leads to a group or individual being willing to carry out acts of violence. In doing so, they are at risk of joining a terrorist organization or carrying out a lone wolf–style attack.

James Piazza, a researcher for the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (also known as START), has published journal articles and books focusing on political, socioeconomic, and religious aspects of terrorism. Piazza found, after studying 176 different countries from 1970 to 2006, that grievances suffered by minority communities are often a catalyst for domestic terrorism. According to Piazza, factors that contribute to those grievances include poor living conditions, lack of opportunity, workplace discrimination, and exclusion from health benefits, education, and social services. In Piazza’s view, “the empirical results show that countries that permit their minority communities to be afflicted by economic discrimination make themselves more vulnerable to domestic terrorism in a substantive way.”

French scholar Olivier Roy, who compiled a dataset of individuals involved with terrorism in France, echoes Piazza’s stance. Roy believes that individuals radicalize because of a grievance toward a group, or because they want to avenge people with whom they ideologically align, even when those people are in or from a completely different country. Roy states, “France’s rigorously secular government and society have helped

---


11 Piazza, 12.


13 Roy.
create an airless environment that has allowed jihadism to thrive.”\textsuperscript{14} In addition, he argues that assimilation issues occur with alienated immigrants who have trouble adjusting to a new social environment or with those who suffer from political grief and believe that they have to carry out an act of violence to be vindicated.\textsuperscript{15} Francois Burgat, the senior researcher and political sociologist at the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique in France, agrees with Roy and Piazza.\textsuperscript{16} However, he adds that governmental policies contribute to a lack of assimilation with diaspora groups in Western countries, and if countries lack social policies to accept immigrant groups, members of those groups are more likely to carry out acts of violence.\textsuperscript{17}

Although Burgat believes that grievances can be a main cause of radicalization, he also believes that the allure of fighting explains why some travel overseas to join a foreign terrorist organization.\textsuperscript{18} Highly regarded terrorism scholar Bruce Hoffman also sees among the radicalized—both in expatriate communities and among converts—an inability to fit into Western society.\textsuperscript{19}

2. Ideology-Based Approach

Others argue that grievances are an insufficient explanation for radicalization—that there are plenty of people who are poor, oppressed, and suffering from harsh and unjust socioeconomic conditions but who do not carry out acts of violence. The ideology-based approach


\textsuperscript{17} Hanafi.

\textsuperscript{18} Hanafi.

camp believes that ideological factors are responsible for violent extremists. Some researchers, such as French scholar Gilles Kepel, argue that many Islamic extremists radicalize in order to become martyrs, and to achieve the utopian dream of establishing an Islamic state across the world. Such are the promises of Salafism, which embraces the older culture and traditions of Islam that date back to the days of Prophet Mohammed (peace be upon him). Such powerful, religiously sanctioned calls for radicalization have been effective when wielded by radical preachers like Anwar al-Awlaki, who propagated extremist material via social media outlets, providing him the ability to reach a global audience.

Indeed, Kepel believes that it is impossible for someone to be a jihadist without being a Muslim first, a concept he refers to as the “radicalization of Islam.” Kepel believes the Muslim religion, when misinterpreted, acts as a catalyst to radicalization. C. J. M. Drake agrees that ideology motivates violent extremists to pick their targets and provides them a justification for their actions, though he sees this dynamic outside of the Muslim community as well. Drake defines an ideology as

the beliefs, values, principles, and objectives—however ill-defined or tenuous—by which a group defines its distinctive political identity and aims …. Some ideologies—particularly separatism and politicized religion, but others as well—may include elements of historical, semi-mythical, and supernatural beliefs.

---


23 Putz, “Kepel vs Roy.”

24 Worth, “The Professor and the Jihadi.”


26 Drake, 55.
Drake derives his conclusions from studying the Provisional Irish Republic Army (PIRA), German communist groups, and many other European terrorist organizations that existed before the jihadist threat.27

Drake, Kepel, and others, such as Robert Spencer and Tina Magaard, agree that the root cause of radicalization is theological. Spencer and Magaard further argue, based on their analysis of the Quran, that the Quran itself directly galvanizes adherents to commit acts of violence toward non-Muslims.28 However, their Quranic verse analysis is selective and does not discuss the Quran as a whole.29 It also fails to mention that the Quran was written during a time of ongoing violent tribal wars.30 Spencer’s and Magaard’s theories seem to be accurate insofar as terrorist recruiters cherry-pick Quranic verses to galvanize those who are vulnerable—what psychologist Fathali Moghaddam calls a feeling of “perceived deprivation.”31

By contrast, Scott Atran, an anthropologist and former adviser to the United Nations, states in a blog that most of the Islamic State fighters he interviewed had barely any knowledge of Islam, and were incorrectly taught by terrorists that Islam requires sacrifice of their lives to protect the Muslim religion.32 Atran believes that the ideology of a terrorist group, not the religion, drives the individual to carry out the act of violence.33

27 Drake, 71.


30 Holbrook.


33 Downey.
3. Network-Based Approaches

Still other scholars argue that, although ideology and grievances contribute to radicalization, there is a social network element to radicalization. This school of thought proposes that individuals resort to violence because of the influence of peer networks and group dynamics.34 According to Michael Steinbach, the executive assistant director of the National Security Branch of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), recruiters lead at-risk individuals to believe the only way to achieve their political goal is by carrying out violent attacks against innocent civilians.35 Social media platforms have acted as a silo for radicalization, leading many at-risk individuals to extremism or espousing violent ideologies.36

U.S. terrorism expert and forensic psychiatrist Marc Sageman believes that individuals follow a path to violence because of their “social identity.”37 Sageman explains that there is usually a conflict between two groups that causes some sort of political friction. This is also known as the “in-group and out-group” narrative of social identity theory, of which Sageman is a proponent. According to Sageman, over time, a quarrel escalates, which leads the individual to want to commit an act of violence. That act of violence occurs when the individual feels as if he or she has to personally protect his or her community.38 Sageman warns that although individuals might point to grievances as the justification for


a violent act or a radical ideology, if like-minded violent extremists congregate, they are at even greater risk of radicalization, a process Sageman labels “mobilization through networks.” This type of social network development, Sageman explains, can be found on social media platforms, in communities, or among individuals traveling to foreign terrorist organizations.

Atran echoes Sageman’s and Roy’s social theory concerning radicalization: he argues that individuals recruited by terrorist groups tend to be searching for their social identity and end up finding acceptance within a terrorist organization. Olivier Roy, a scholar who spent years in Afghanistan interviewing members of terrorist organizations, agrees with Atran’s social acceptance theory—that an individual’s radicalization to violence occurs due to social exclusion. Atran finds that such individuals do not suffer from mental illness, nor have they displayed suicidal behavior.

Seamus Hughes and Lorenzo Vidino, in a report titled *ISIS in America: From Retweets to Raqqa*, note that not all radicalization occurs—or starts—on social media. Online platforms do, however, play a large role in establishing virtual networks that are able to provide curious and vulnerable individuals a feeling of belonging. Hughes and Vidino believe that when at-risk individuals start reading and aligning with violent extremist propaganda online, or start being groomed by an online terrorist organization

---


41 Downey, “Scott Atran on Youth.”


44 Vidino and Hughes, 19.
recruiter, they begin down a path of violent extremist beliefs. In addition, Hughes and Lorenzo believe that online platforms provide terrorist organizations an opportunity to disseminate propaganda at a galactic rate of speed while also providing a great range of reachability.

4. Public Health Approaches

The school of thought surrounding public health approaches is the newest one, and likens de-radicalization to the process through which a doctor diagnoses and treats a patient. The public health approach argues that the radicalization process can be caused by multiple factors, as previously discussed, as well as by mental health conditions. A 2015 study concluded that approximately 32 percent of violent lone actors suffered from a mental illness. The public health approach argues that teams composed of multidisciplinary professionals—including psychologists, social workers, educators, family members, community leaders, and religious clerics—are needed to confront violent extremists who have mental illnesses. These team members can intervene at an early stage to prevent the person from carrying out an act of violence.

Kamaldeep Bhui and Edgar Jones point out that many people who feel oppressed or marginalized, or who align with an extreme ideology, do not commit violence; they are able to express their dissatisfaction with peaceful protests. Moreover, they argue that while the leaders of terrorists groups might be mentally sound, their followers suffer from

---

45 Vidino and Hughes, 4.
46 Vidino and Hughes, 16–19.
some sort of psychological distress or mental illness, leaving them susceptible to aligning with a terrorist organization and carrying out acts of violence. Hughes and Vidino found that there is no specific profile for violent extremists; they vary in age, sex, social conditions, ethnicity, and education levels.52

Similarly, a 2016 report from by the Global Counterterrorism Forum (GCF) explains that the radicalization process begins when an individual no longer accepts his or her living conditions and, eventually, decides to act in a violent manner in order to influence change.53 Furthermore, the GCF states there is no clear pattern for radicalization, and it can occur in many different ways. Like Hughes and Vidino, the study states that individuals who are determined to embrace a radical ideology or carry out an attack do not have a certain religious belief, race, or gender.54 It is important to remember, however, that not all radicalized individuals will carry out an attack.55

Faiza Patel, co-director of the Brennan Center’s Liberty and National Security Program, concludes there is no single trajectory or group of identifiable actions that can point to an individual being radicalized.56 She believes that the path to radicalization is not a “conveyor belt,” and that there is no commonality among those who are radicalized.57 She also adds that an individual’s religious beliefs are not a driving factor when it comes to radicalization; rejecting the view of radicalization as a linear process, she argues that most individuals radicalize mainly due to “social science” issues.58 Moghaddam, in “The Staircase to Terrorism,” concurs: the process of or reasons for radicalization are not linear,

51 Bhui, 403–404.
52 Vidino and Hughes, ISIS in America, 5.
54 Global Counterterrorism Forum.
55 Global Counterterrorism Forum.
57 Patel, 8.
58 Patel, 8.
but rather like a staircase, which represents opportunities escalating from dissatisfaction to recruitment.\(^{59}\)

5. **Summary**

This literature review focused on theories regarding the drivers of radicalization and the leading causes of violent extremism. It is impossible to know which school of thought is correct; it seems more likely that they are all valid—to different extents—for different reasons and depend on the individual. While the scholars have identified factors that may lead to radicalization, they tend to focus on their limited findings, and have failed to recognize how multifaceted the radicalization process is. A comprehensive CVE program would focus on all aspects of radicalization and gather the best strategies in order to prevent at-risk individuals from carrying out an act of violence or attempting to radicalize others.

D. **RESEARCH DESIGN**

This thesis conducts a thorough review of current U.S. threat assessment processes and programs to confirm their limitations, analysis gaps, and failures. It also analyzes the United Kingdom (UK) Channel and Prevent programs, which place law enforcement on the front lines in the battle to prevent at-risk individuals from radicalizing. Based on the limitations, gaps, and failures, and on the key elements and best practices of the collaboration models, the thesis presents a comprehensive preventive and proactive extension of the existing CVE model that will enable law enforcement to take a larger role in preventing violent extremism.

A major part of this research involves developing a method for identifying radicalized individuals who have not yet mobilized to violence. The thesis hypothesizes that the identification process can occur through two means:

1. Continued visibility of or contact with individuals who are no longer under law enforcement investigation but who demonstrate behaviors,

\(^{59}\) Moghaddam, “Staircase to Terrorism,” 1.
conditions, or beliefs that, according to sociological and psychological
theories, put them at risk of radicalization.

2. Information volunteered by bystanders or by the individuals themselves.

When an individual is flagged by law enforcement for suspected terrorist activities or
sympathies, but they do not meet evidentiary requirements for prosecution, law
enforcement could conduct a separate analysis and outreach or re-engagement plan in
collaboration with clergy, psychologists, mental health professionals, and threat assessors.

After an introduction to radicalization in the United States, presented in Chapter II,
Chapter III examines U.S. government–funded CVE programs in Los Angeles, Boston,
Minneapolis, and Montgomery County, Maryland, as well as the UK program. These
programs were chosen because they already have a law enforcement component. The
chapter reviews the programs’ limitations as well as their successful elements in order to
determine how to introduce new methods into CVE programs. Chapter IV examines how
multidisciplinary team models operate within CVE programs, and studies a successful
community empowerment program that has established high levels of trust between the
police and at-risk communities—the NYPD neighborhood policing program. This program
was chosen because it has led to substantial crime reduction and is considered a national
model to replicate by other law enforcement agencies.60

The final chapter synthesizes the lessons learned and successful elements from the
models into a new model that allows law enforcement to proactively disengage individuals
who espouse a radical ideology but who have not yet committed a violent act. Is preventing
violent extremism a subset of a law enforcement unit, or does it require such a large number
of resources that it should be its own standalone group or unit? This thesis aims to provide
recommendations for a tailored disengagement program that includes a greater role for law
enforcement.

60 Vincent J. Bove, “NYPD Neighborhood Policing Must Intensify as Crime Records Plunge,” Epoch
Times, January 11, 2018, https://www.theepochtimes.com/nypd-neighborhood-policing-must-intensify-as-
crime-records-plunge_2411653.html.
II. RADICALIZATION IN THE UNITED STATES

The terms radicalization and deradicalization are widely used, with different definitions. The FBI defines radicalization as “the process by which individuals come to believe their engagement in or facilitation of nonstate violence to achieve social and political change is necessary and justified.”61 Academics such as Lorenzo Vidino and James Brandon divide radicalization into a two-step process: cognitive radicalization and violent radicalization. They state,

Cognitive radicalization is the process through which an individual adopts ideas that are severely at odds with those of the mainstream, refutes the legitimacy of the existing social order, and seeks to replace it with a new structure based on a completely different belief system. Violent radicalization occurs when an individual takes the additional step of using violence to further the views derived from cognitive radicalization.62

The definitions vary substantially between government and academia. The term radicalization is also often attached only to Muslim extremists, despite the fact that the radicalization process occurs in individuals who support all types of extremist groups and ideologies, including white supremacy groups, the Jewish Defense League, the Puerto Rican separatists, anti-fascist militant groups (such as in the Antifa movement), and the Black Liberation Army.63


Examining recent homegrown violent attacks against the United States may help identify the root causes and early indicators of radicalization; this chapter analyzes ten such cases. An in-depth study may also help us develop a program that can identify—and intervene in—an individual’s trajectory on the path to violent extremism. Additionally, a historical review of how groups recruit, inspire, and radicalize members to violence provides an analytic framework for assessing the diversity of the current threat environment and methods through which law enforcement can reduce that threat.

A. THE EVOLUTION OF FOREIGN TERRORIST GROUPS AFTER 9/11

The United States does not have as much experience as other countries in CVE, mainly because terrorism is new to our nation, while other countries have endured long histories of domestic terrorism. The United States’ CVE programs were developed in response to the 9/11 attacks to counter a violent Islamic narrative, which created a very specific and narrow CVE model. Since 9/11, however, the threat of terrorism in the United States has continuously evolved—there have been over sixty terrorist attacks since then that were foiled by local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies. Prior to 9/11, law enforcement and intelligence agencies focused on tracking individuals who entered the United States to set up sleeper cells; this style of clandestine planning by foreign terrorist groups has led to massive attacks, such as those on 9/11.

While countering this method remains an essential focus, the threat has transformed since the emergence of the terrorist group the Islamic State (IS). IS and other terrorist organizations have leveraged social media to inspire others; one of the most well-known figures to use social media this way was Anwar al-Awlaki, a U.S. citizen and radical imam. After living in the United States for decades, al-Awlaki traveled to Yemen to become a commander of Al-Qa’ida in the Arabian Peninsula. He realized the power of social media shortly after 2010, and started producing videos that encouraged hate against Western

---

countries. Using his natural charisma, al-Awlaki was able to inspire others to adopt an “us versus them” ideology and engender hate toward Western culture.65

Although he was later killed by a U.S. drone strike, the FBI identified a two-year period between 2007 and 2009 during which al-Awlaki managed to virtually inspire five Americans to carry out acts of violence, or to attempt to travel overseas to join terrorist organizations. The five individuals were Nidal Hasan, Michael Finton, Faisal Shahzad, Zachary Chesser, and Tamerlan Tsarnaev.66 Although social media companies began suspending accounts that contained violence or violated the platform’s rules and regulations, al-Awlaki’s content was neither overtly violent nor gory, and initially only indirectly discussed committing acts of violence against the West.67 The first message he delivered instructed individuals to travel overseas to join the terrorist group.68 The second message—conveyed to followers across the world but particularly to those in Western countries— instructed others to carry out attacks in the name of IS in their own communities.69 This method was successful; in January 2018, the FBI stated that it was investigating over 1,000 individuals in the United States with connections to foreign terrorist organizations.70 To better understand al-Awlaki’s influence, the next two sections examine two cases: Nidal Hasan and Tamerlan Tsarnaev.


1. **Nidal Hasan Fort Hood Attack**

U.S. Army Major Nidal Hasan carried out the largest mass shooting on an Army base on November 5, 2009, at Fort Hood, Texas. Hasan killed twelve soldiers and injured over thirty others. Almost ten years before the attack, Hasan lost both of his parents during a very short time and started gravitating toward Islam; he began attending a mosque in Virginia called Dar Al-Hijrah, where he claims he met al-Awlaki.\(^71\) Nidal was angry with the U.S. military because he believed that innocent Muslims were being killed by American soldiers. Instead of leaning on the religion for peace and comfort, Nidal used it to justify his acts of terror.

Less than a year before the attack Hasan started communicating with al-Awlaki via email. In one email Hasan had asked: “I heard a speaker defending suicide bombings as permissible and have been using his logic in debates to see how effective it really is.”\(^72\) Al-Awlaki allegedly told an FBI subject “that Hasan had contacted him via the Internet and had asked what he could do to help Muslims … al-Awlaki advised Hasan that since he was an American soldier, he should kill other American soldiers.”\(^73\) Although the FBI was not able to validate that claim, they did discover that Hasan—who was serving as a psychologist in the Army—had been plotting to kill those who worked by his side. The FBI was also able to determine that Hasan had searched the Internet for content related to jihad and the Taliban in the hours leading up to the attack.\(^74\)

2. **Boston Bomber Tamerlan Tsarnaev**

Tamerlan Tsarnaev, also inspired by al-Awlaki, was one of the two Boston Marathon bombers on April 15, 2013; the bombing claimed the innocent lives of three people and injured over 260 others.\(^75\) Tsarnaev immigrated to the United States at a young age.

---

\(^71\) Webster Commission, “Final Report,” 34.

\(^72\) Webster Commission, 57.

\(^73\) Webster Commission, 62.


age and was living what many would call the American dream—with hopes of becoming a great American boxer. However, that dream came to an end when he was no longer able to participate in the Golden Gloves tournament due to a domestic violence complaint filed against him. On January 21, 2012, an angered Tamerlan traveled to Russia, where he began to associate with radical groups. Even before this trip, the FBI was alerted by Russian officials that Tamerlan and his mother were radical Muslims; however, the FBI did not have enough evidence to investigate further. Tamerlan returned from Russia on July 17, 2012, and the FBI later discovered his alarming overseas Internet activity.

Tamerlan’s ex-girlfriend stated that she noticed his radical behavior beginning between 2006 and 2009; when he was in Russia, she told the FBI, he was disseminating and viewing jihadist propaganda online. The FBI executed a search warrant on his laptop and recovered videos of al-Awlaki as well as downloaded copies of Al-Qa’ida’s Inspire magazine, produced by al-Awlaki. The issue found on Tamerlan’s computer contained an article titled “Make a Bomb in the Kitchen of your Mom,” which included detailed instructions as to how to make a bomb at home—exactly what Tamerlan and his brother later did, with the intention of causing mass fatalities near the finish line of the Boston Marathon.

With the rise of IS and the proliferation of its violent ideology—which is in reality a continuation of the global jihadism espoused by Al-Qa’ida—our nation is still vulnerable to the threat of sympathetic individuals radicalizing. Some areas of the United States have been silos for people radicalized by violent Islamic extremist ideology, such as

---
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In 2014, nine Somali men in Minnesota—some in their late teens and some in their early twenties—were arrested on terrorism charges and eventually sentenced for purportedly desiring to travel overseas to join IS. To further examine the influence terrorist organizations have on vulnerable Americans, the next sections review the cases of Elton Simpson and Omar Mateen.

3. The First IS-Inspired Attack on U.S. Soil: Elton Simpson

On May 3, 2015, Elton Simpson and Nadir Soofi drove to Garland, Texas, with one thought on their minds: they wanted to kill political activist Pamela Geller and the participants in a Prophet Muhammad cartoon-drawing contest. The attack by Simpson and Soofi left one security guard injured. For Simpson, this was a culminating event on his path to radicalization, but it was not the first time he was on law enforcement’s radar. Simpson was first brought to law enforcement’s attention in 2006 due to his connectivity with Hassan Abu-Jihad, who was found guilty for sharing classified information with the Taliban and the IS-linked Azzam Publications.

The term “cognitive opening” describes a sense of vulnerability that allows someone to accept a new ideology. Simpson had dreams of becoming a professional basketball player; the cognitive opening that led him to violence occurred when he was in

---
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a car accident, which destroyed his athletic aspirations. He felt like his life was crumbling and he no longer stood a chance at receiving a college scholarship. Simpson learned about Islam from an individual he met on the campus of Phoenix College. In his conversion essay, titled “From Darkness to Light,” he wrote that he believed Christianity was not a choice for African Americans, who—dating back to slavery—were not given the option to practice religion freely.

In 2009, Simpson was arrested for lying to federal agents regarding his plans to travel overseas and join a terrorist organization. He was eventually convicted for “falsifying information in relation to domestic and international terrorism” and sentenced to three years’ probation. His attorney, Kristina Sitton, stated that Simpson did not display signs of radicalization; she described him as “kind hearted” and “respectful.” However, Simpson, along with his roommates Nadir Soofi and Abdul Malik Abdul Kareem, began to think of ways to support IS around June 2014. All three individuals identified targets in the United States that they could attack, such as military bases, sports arenas, and shopping malls.

Simpson found comfort in an online jihadist community called “Baqiya family,” a closed group on Twitter. Days before the attack, Simpson told a Baqiya family member
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that he had a dream “about a woman in hijab looking down at him on the road.” He took this dream as a sign that he was about to be a martyr. Days before the attack, in which he died, Simpson exchanged messages with known IS recruiters; later, those same recruiters praised Simpson on Twitter for carrying out the attack.

4. Omar Mateen’s Radicalization

Omar Mateen carried out the second deadliest mass shooting terrorist attack in U.S. history—at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Florida, in June 2016. Born in Queens, New York, Mateen’s neighbor described him as a child who lacked discipline. The Pulse nightclub shooting was not the first time the federal government had heard about Omar Mateen. In 2013, Mateen was working as a security guard in the Saint Lucie County, Florida, court system, employed by a well-known security firm called G4S Secure Solutions. After making numerous remarks to his co-workers expressing an affinity for terrorist organizations, the FBI investigated him for approximately ten months and placed him on a terrorist watch list. In a lengthy letter to his supervisors, Mateen stated that he had only made the remarks in retaliation for racial slurs his coworkers had directed toward him over the past two years; for example, they had said to him: “Why are you working security? To act normal then strike like the Boston bomber and Ft. Hood Shooter?”
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Mateen closed the letter patriotically, praising the professionalism of the FBI agents who were interviewing him, and stating that he strongly opposed terrorism and had aspirations to be a federal agent. Despite this statement, Mateen’s supervisor indicated that Mateen appeared “obviously distressed about the interview,” and had created “a difficult and borderline hostile working relationship/environment.”

In 2014, Mateen again came onto the FBI’s radar. It was discovered that he had connections to Mohammad Abu-Salha, the first American to carry out a suicide bombing in Syria. Abu-Salha and Mateen attended the same mosque in Florida; when the news of Abu-Salha appeared, family friend Mohammed Malik—who also attended the mosque—called Mateen to discuss the attack. Malik wondered how it was possible for Abu-Salha to have been radicalized, particularly because the imam of the mosque never spoke in a radical manner. During the conversation, Mateen informed Malik that he had been watching videos made by radical imam Anwar al-Awlaki. Malik immediately informed the FBI; however, the FBI did not have sufficient evidence to continue the investigation. Both former President Barack Obama and former Director of the FBI James Comey stated that they believed Mateen was radicalized online via terrorist propaganda videos. Additionally, there were multiple unconfirmed reports that Mateen
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frequented Pulse—a gay nightclub—and had been active on gay dating applications.\textsuperscript{112} However, the FBI could not find evidence on Mateen’s electronic devices, or through other investigative techniques, to confirm the information.\textsuperscript{113}

On June 12, 2016, Mateen strategically attacked the Pulse nightclub. Approximately twenty minutes after the attack, Mateen called 9-1-1 and professed that he was acting in the name of IS, stating, “Tell America to stop bombing Syria and Iraq … My homeboy Tamerlan Tsarnaev did his thing on the Boston Marathon, my homeboy [unidentified name but believed to be referencing Abu-Salha] did his thing, okay, so now it’s my turn, okay?”\textsuperscript{114} The research indicates that Mateen’s behavior shows he may have suffered from mental health issues or anger issues, or that he was radicalized by al-Awlaki’s videos.\textsuperscript{115} Mateen’s words from the 9-1-1 transcripts echoed what he told his coworkers at the courthouse back in 2013.\textsuperscript{116} Mateen praised an individual he had connectivity to while carrying out the attack, and that same individual brought the FBI back to Mateen in 2014. Although the FBI interviewed him twice, they could not meet the necessary legal threshold to criminally charge him.

B. DOMESTIC TERRORISM THREAT

IS and Al-Qa’ida are not the only groups that encourage individuals to espouse a violent extremist ideology: domestic terrorism groups include a wide array of organizations that express extremist views related to race, animal rights, the environment, and the government. The FBI states that between 2016 and 2017 it investigated over 1,000 cases
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concerning domestic terrorist groups and made approximately 176 arrests. Domestic
terror groups have adapted similar recruitment techniques to the methods utilized by
foreign terrorist groups. Dylann Roof, the violent white supremacist who killed nine
African Americans in a Charleston, South Carolina, church in 2015 (discussed in more
detail later in this chapter) shared his ideology online through his own website, which he
created in order to galvanize others to commit similar acts of violence. The research
suggests that parallels between Roof and Al-Awlaki are clear: their postings are protected
by the First Amendment, as both men were expressing their opinions on politics and
religion. Both men also used the “us versus them” psychological approach; scholars
have identified this social factor as one of the main causes of radicalization—anger toward
one group, or as Marilyn Brewer states, “when does ingroup love become outgroup
hate?”

Unlike foreign terrorist organizations, when domestic terrorism acts occur, suspects
cannot be charged under the same federal legal statute as individuals who support foreign
terrorist organizations; there is no legal statute that criminalizes providing material support
to a domestic terrorism organization. The FBI and the Department of Justice do not
designate domestic terrorism organizations. By studying the recruitment and
radicalization cycle in both domestic and foreign terrorist groups this chapter provides a
better analysis of how the groups function and operate.

---
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1. Ruby Ridge

In the 1990s, the nation battled an array of foreign and homegrown extremist groups radicalized by a broad range of ideologies. On August 21, 1992, U.S. Marshals executed an arrest warrant for Randall Claude “Randy” Weaver, who the federal government believed had ties to white supremacy group the Aryan Nations.123 Weaver was wanted on charges for firearms sales to an undercover agent and stated to federal agents that he would die in battle and not surrender to the government.124 Weaver’s radicalization began due to socioeconomic issues and grievances toward the government. He thought that the government was controlling everyone’s life.125 That feeling of anger grew deeper when he found out he had been duped by an undercover agent; Weaver thought he had been helping an individual who shared his ideology, only to discover that the individual was an undercover agent.126 This solidified his view that the U.S. government is malicious and authoritative.127

When U.S. Marshals confronted Weaver at Ruby in Idaho, they were met with armed resistance, which resulted in the death of Marshal William Deagan, as well as Weaver’s wife and child.128 The conflict lasted for eleven days; activists and federal law enforcement alike heavily criticized the tactics used during the standoff.129 As a result of the flawed standoff, Weaver and his friend Kevin Harris were tried in court and found not guilty on all murder charges; however, Weaver was found guilty on weapons charges and

---
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served eighteen months in jail.\textsuperscript{130} Ruby Ridge remains a symbolic site for right-wing extremist groups. The Ruby Ridge incident resonated not only with white supremacist groups but also with antigovernment groups and their supporters.\textsuperscript{131}

2. \textbf{Branch Davidians}

On February 28, 1993, federal agents attempted to execute a warrant on a domestic extremist group—or cult—called the Branch Davidians, which had established a community in Waco, Texas. The agents were attempting to capture the cult leader, David Koresh, who was accused of polygamy and militarizing the compound by storing large amounts of weapons.\textsuperscript{132} Four members of the Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms and five members of the Branch Davidians died as a result of the initial exchange of gunfire.\textsuperscript{133} The event led to a multi-agency, fifty-one-day standoff that finally ended on April 19.\textsuperscript{134} By the conclusion of the incident, there were over seventy lives lost, including unarmed civilians, children, and Koresh.\textsuperscript{135}

The events in Waco are still cited today as a radicalizing factor for many domestic terrorists and extremists. For example, Timothy McVeigh carried out the second deadliest terrorist attack on the two-year anniversary of the Branch Davidians incident.\textsuperscript{136}
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3. Timothy McVeigh

Timothy McVeigh was born on April 23, 1968, close to Buffalo, New York; at a young age he developed an affinity for firearms.\(^{137}\) As a child, McVeigh grew up in an economically depressed environment and was surrounded by a right wing ideology.\(^{138}\) He was bullied in high school, faced a troubled life when his father and mother were divorced, and was even more devastated when his mother left him.\(^{139}\) In May 1988, McVeigh enlisted in the U.S. Army, where he was described as a “model soldier” and earned a Bronze Star for his marksmanship, killing two Iraqi soldiers in the Persian Gulf War.\(^{140}\) McVeigh’s “cognitive opening” is believed to have been when he failed to qualify for the Green Berets, a prestigious special forces unit within the Army.\(^{141}\) McVeigh’s hatred for the U.S. government grew due to his failure, and he blamed everyone around him for his inability to achieve his dream of becoming a Green Berets.\(^{142}\) While in the military, McVeigh expressed his anti-government and white supremacy ideology freely; he even suggested that his superior officer read *The Turner Diaries*, and was cautioned not to engage in that type of behavior.\(^{143}\) McVeigh then discharged from the Army and went back to his family. Armed with military training and a hatred for the government—and struggling to find a job—he grew obsessed with anti-government literature and started to believe that the government was attempting to strip away citizens’ right to bear arms.\(^{144}\)
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While the Branch Davidian standoff in Waco, Texas, was ongoing, anti-government rallies across the nation erupted; before the standoff was over, McVeigh drove down to Waco, where he profited from selling anti-government memorabilia and engaged in illegal firearms sales. A short period of time later, McVeigh, along with accomplices, started planning the Oklahoma City bombing.

On April 19, 1995, a truck packed with a diesel-fuel-fertilizer bomb exploded and caused the death of 168 people, including nineteen children, and injured hundreds more. Two individuals, Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols—who were believed to have ties to sovereign citizen ideology and a right-wing extremist group called the Michigan Militia—carried out the attack. Both McVeigh and Nichols were tried and found guilty; McVeigh was executed by lethal injection and Nichols received a life sentence. McVeigh was galvanized by both the Ruby Ridge and Branch Davidians incidents.

4. Animal Liberation Front, Earth Liberation Front, and “the Family”

According to the FBI, from 1976 until 2005 ecoterrorism groups caused property damage exceeding $110 million dollars, and groups like the Animal Liberation Front (ALF) and the Earth Liberation Front (ELF) have been responsible for over 1,100 criminal acts. One of their members, identified as Craig Marshall but known as “Critter,” says people participate in the groups with varying degrees of intensity: “More passive people
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do tree-sits. More active people are comfortable risking their well-being. There’s a line a lot of people are not willing to cross. I was willing to cross it.”

The ELF and ALF websites reveal that both organizations promote their movement, detail their mission, and provide operational procedures for their members. In an interview with ELF founder John Hanna on their website, Hanna states that he felt aggrieved about companies that were causing damage to the environment;

At the time, I was frustrated. I chose to go underground and employ guerrilla tactics in defense of the earth. I felt conventional methods of civil disobedience were ineffective. I was upset because pesticide use and cancer rates were increasing in spite of the best efforts of the concerned scientific community to point out the hazards and alternatives to pesticides.

The ALF website hosts a forum where members can share their common ideologies and interact with one another, as well as a page that exposes informants and enemies of the organization.

ALF and ELF do not focus their grievances toward violence; they have three goals:

- To incur financial harm on those benefitting from the devastation and misuse of the common environment.
- To better inform the public about the cruelties against the environment and animals due to certain industries participating in damaging practices.
- In any case, to avoid causing injuries to humans and animals.

However, literature from the U.S. government suggests that ALF and ELF are not as benign as they portray themselves to be in social and other forms of media. Although the groups identify themselves as part of a larger social movement—not as terrorist organizations—

---


in 2004, the FBI designated both organizations as domestic terrorism groups.\textsuperscript{156} ALF and ELF are unique because they are able to share the same group of followers and, through their websites, they share their ideological beliefs and criminal acts with their audience. Many of the messages delivered to their audience are protected by the First Amendment.

As the FBI uncovered, during almost a ten-year span between the late 1990s and early 2000s there was a network of ALF and ELF followers that went by the name of “the family”—a group of approximately eighteen hardened environmental and animal rights activists.\textsuperscript{157} The group’s name represented its social cohesion; similar to the “Baqiya family” Twitter group to which Elton Simpson belonged, “the family” relied heavily on social bonding. Scholars believe that social cohesiveness can play a leading role in individuals supporting one another ideologically.\textsuperscript{158}

The family accepted predominantly activists who had established reputations as “true believers” of the cause; however, they also accepted those who were validated by their members. The family’s members would recruit others within their networks, such as romantic partners and trusted friends, and then hold what they called “book club” meetings to surreptitiously discuss their plans, mentor new members, and discuss lessons learned from previous attacks and how to improve their tactics.\textsuperscript{159}

From 1995 to 2001, members of the family carried out more than forty separate criminal acts in the name of ALF and ELF, causing an estimated $48 million in property damage.\textsuperscript{160} Their attacks were successful mainly due to their organization, structure,
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mobility, recruitment, and internal social dynamics. Their criminal acts came to an end when the FBI created a task force called Operation Backfire, which, in January 2006, resulted in the indictment of eleven individuals, many of whom were sentenced to lengthy prison terms.

Other individuals who carried out violent extremist attacks felt grievances against the U.S. government. However, their ideological motives were different from ELF and ALF’s. The next two case studies will discuss Dylann Roof and James Harris Jackson; both were stirred by their strong hate toward African Americans. The details to follow explain how they glorified this hate and embraced the white supremacy ideology.

5. Dylann Roof

Dylann Roof, a twenty-one-year-old white male, walked into a church in Charleston, South Carolina, in June 2015 and murdered nine African American congregants. Unlike McVeigh, Roof claimed he did not grow up in a racist environment; according to his manifesto, Roof attended an interracial school where he had black friends. His curiosity about black-on-white crime was piqued when African American teen Trayvon Martin was fatally shot by a white male named George Zimmerman in Florida in 2012. Many argued that Martin, who was unarmed at the time, never should have been killed. Others contended that although Martin was unarmed and a teenager, he overpowered Zimmerman and Zimmerman acted in self-defense. In July 2013, a jury found Zimmerman not guilty; activists demonstrated against the judge’s decision all over the country. Racial tensions grew across the country as the media heavily covered the incident.

---
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Roof, who sided heavily with Zimmerman, went to the internet to solidify his ideology. His searches for black-on-white crime led him to a white supremacy group called the Council of Conservative Citizens, whose website identified a large number of white individuals who were killed by black individuals. He also visited the white supremacy website stormfront.org and an alt-right forum titled “The Daily Stormer.” Roof found like-minded individuals on the forum and began to post racist material on the site under the handle “AryanBlood1488,” such as:

White culture is World Culture, and by that I don’t mean that our culture is made up of ones from around the world, I mean that our culture has been adopted by everyone in the world. This makes us feel as if it isn’t special, because everyone has adopted it.

I have serious, great respect for the CofCC because they are the ones who woke me up to black on white crime in the beginning. It was the first site I went to the day that changed my life, the day I decided to type in “black on white crime” into Google.

Fearing an attorney would bring up concerns over his mental health, Roof legally represented himself during his trial. In Roof’s words: “I want state that I am morally opposed to psychology. It is a Jewish invention, and does nothing bit (sic) invent diseases and tell people they have problems when they don’t.” Psychiatrist Dr. James Ballenger believes that Roof showed signs of “Social Anxiety Disorder, a Mixed Substance Abuse Disorder, a Schizoid Personality Disorder, depression by history, and a possible Autistic Spectrum Disorder.” Ballenger believes mental illness caused Roof to alienate himself and prevented him from socializing—which is perhaps why Roof found a sense of
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belonging in the online community. However, Roof was found competent to stand trial; U.S. District Judge Richard Gergel stated, “Indeed, Defendant was extremely engaged during his two-day competency hearing.” In January 2017, Roof was found guilty on thirty-three counts and received the death penalty. In response, he stated, “In my (FBI confession) tape I told them I had to. But it’s not true: I didn’t have to. No one made me. What I meant was: I felt like I had to do it. I still feel like I have to do it.”

6. James Harris Jackson

James Harris Jackson grew up in Maryland in a liberal, democratic family; Jackson’s grandfather had rallied for school integration. At a young age, Jackson attended a school that serves children who suffer from dyslexia. He later went to a Quaker school and, upon graduation, became an intelligence research analyst. Jackson voted for President Obama in the 2008 elections, suggesting that he did not have overtly white supremacist leanings his whole life.

Jackson, however, stated that he felt dislike toward the black race at the age of three, a view that he discussed with like-minded individuals. It was only after he was radicalized online that his hatred materialized to violence. Like Roof, Jackson found a feeling of belonging on the white supremacist website The Daily Stormer, and he also
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shared alt-right and white nationalist views—such as concern with interracial relationships—on his YouTube channel. Andrew Anglin, the editor of The Daily Stormer, referring to interracial children, stated, “because it’s OUR WOMB—that’s right, it doesn’t belong to her, it belongs to the males in her society—that is being used to produce an enemy soldier.”

Jackson also subscribed to a YouTube channel called “Men Going Their Own Way Movement,” which collected videos that discussed a male-dominant world and racist views against African Americans.

In March 2017, Jackson traveled from Baltimore to New York with the intention of randomly killing black males, which he accomplished when he killed a sixty-six-year-old man named Timothy Caughman in Times Square. His original intention was to go on a killing spree in hopes of deterring white women from mixed-race relationships. Jackson told the authorities that he had chosen New York City because he believed his act would gain a lot of media attention and encourage others to do the same.

C. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Terrorist recruitment and radicalization is a hazard that faces our nation, whether the individual’s affinity is toward a domestic or foreign terrorist organization. Then-Secretary of Homeland Security John F. Kelly remarked in 2017, “We are witnessing a global surge in terrorist activity, and in many ways our own backyard has become the battleground.”
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domestic terrorists in recent years, far-right extremists have carried out a much greater number of attacks (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).\textsuperscript{182}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{U.S_Violent_Extremist_Attacks.png}
\caption{U.S. Violent Extremist Attacks\textsuperscript{183}}
\end{figure}


\textsuperscript{183} Source: Valverde.
The case studies discussed in this chapter do not comprise a large dataset, but subjects varied in age, race, and ideological beliefs. To build a robust CVE program, we must understand what motivates people to carry out acts of violence. By dissecting each subject and highlighting their motivational factors, we can better determine which elements motivated the individuals’ paths to extremism. Table 1, Figure 3, and Figure 4 show the ten cases and the schools of thought discussed in the literature review, and attempt to relate them to each other. Within the ten cases there are thirty-eight total contributing factors that were demonstrated by grievances, ideology, networks (virtual and in-person), and public health.

Figure 2. Deaths from U.S. Violent Extremist Attacks

From Sept. 12, 2001, to Dec. 31, 2016, 47% of deaths resulted from far-right extremists. The other 53% resulted from attacks by radical Islamic extremists.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Grievance</th>
<th>Ideology</th>
<th>In-person Network</th>
<th>Virtual Network</th>
<th>Radicalized Online</th>
<th>Public Health Factor</th>
<th>Total Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nidal Hassan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamerlan Tsarnaev</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elton Simpson</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar Mateen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby Ridge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch Davidians</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy McVeigh</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALF and ELF “The Family”</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylann Roof</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Harris Jackson</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals 10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Overall Percentage  | 22.22%    | 27.78%   | 16.67%            | 16.67%          | 16.67%             | 5.56%                |               |
| Percentage per Factor per Cases | 80.00%  | 100.00%  | 60.00%            | 60.00%          | 60.00%             | 20.00%               |               |
Figure 3. Contributing Schools of Thought per Case Study

Figure 4. Percentages of Contributing Factors
The case of Nidal Hasan (shown in Figure 5) did not have an in-person network, nor was there a public health aspect. Hasan was motivated by grievances against the U.S. military, driven by theology, and radicalized online by al-Awlaki and jihadist propaganda.

Figure 5. Contributing Factors: Nidal Hasan
Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s case (Figure 6) could heavily relate to Fathali Moghaddam’s staircase to radicalization theory and the radicalization of McVeigh and Simpson. Similar to Simpson and McVeigh, when Tsarnaev could no longer accomplish his dream of being a professional boxer he looked for others to blame. Tsarnaev found his outlet on social media platforms and, similar to Mateen, he was radicalized online. Tsarnaev suffered from both self and group grievances and was further radicalized after he connected with other like-minded individuals when he traveled to Russia.

Figure 6. Contributing Factors: Tamerlan Tsarnaev
Elton Simpson’s case (Figure 7) was unique because he established two types of networks. Although Simpson was radicalized in person, the driving factor that led him to carry out an attack occurred in cyber space. Simpson pledged allegiance to IS online and felt strong grievances toward a Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him, drawing competition.

![Elton Simpson](image)

**Figure 7.** Contributing Factors: Elton Simpson
Omar Mateen, whose contributing factors are summarized in Figure 8, felt grievances toward the U.S. government for carrying out attacks against Syria, and he was also radicalized online by al-Awlaki. Mateen did not have an in-person network that pushed him to carry out an attack; he self-radicalized online. Mateen’s ex-wife described as an unstable person who suffered from mental health issues.

![Omar Mateen Pie Chart](image)

Figure 8. Contributing Factors: Omar Mateen

The Ruby Ridge and Branch Davidians incidents (shown in Figures 9 and 10) have commonalities with the Nidal Hassan and Timothy McVeigh. They were fueled by a white supremacy and anti-government ideologies. Although Mateen and Hassan were of Muslim faith, they both felt strong hate toward the U.S. government and were radicalized via a virtual network as opposed to a peer-to-peer network. The grievances suffered, combined with a strong ideological belief, justified the violent attacks.
Figure 9. Contributing Factors: Ruby Ridge

Figure 10. Contributing Factors: Branch Davidians
Timothy McVeigh (see Figure 11) operated within the white supremacy and sovereign citizen ideologies and displayed strong hatred toward the U.S. government. He was supported by a co-conspirator and in many ways displayed ideological similarities to the Branch Davidians.

Figure 11. Contributing Factors: Timothy McVeigh
The ALF and ELF “family” (see Figure 12) operated in both in-person and online networks. They group was radicalized by grievances against corporations and businesses—especially those that, in the family members’ minds, did not respect the environment or animals. They were ideologically bonded by their common ideology.

Figure 12. Contributing Factors: The Family
Dylann Roof, as shown in Figure 13, demonstrated mental health problems. He was described as a loner and found a sense of acceptance on white supremacy forums. He displayed allegiance to the white supremacy ideology by killing nine African Americans who were peacefully praying in a church. His network was virtual and he acted out on his own, much like Omar Mateen.

Figure 13. Contributing Factors: Dylann Roof
James Harris Jackson (Figure 14) espoused the same ideological beliefs as Dylann Roof. He did not show signs of mental health issues; however, he did find a sense of ideological acceptance with those who shared his racist beliefs in virtual communities. He felt aggrieved by interracial relationships and felt that he had to act on behalf of his beliefs.

The case studies, together, show that there is not a single contributing factor that causes an individual to carry out an act of terrorism. Many of the subjects believed in different ideologies and theologies, suffered from personal and specific grievances, or had a virtual or in-person network, and two individuals displayed signs of mental illness. In order to efficiently combat violent extremism, we must next examine the current CVE programs to determine how they are structured, how they operate, and how they address these factors.
III. COMBATTING HOMEGROWN VIOLENT EXTREMISM

CVE efforts began in the United States in approximately 2011. In September 2015, then-Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson implemented the Office of Community Partnerships. With the growing threat of homegrown terrorism, it became apparent that DHS’s Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties did not conduct community engagement; the Office of Community Partnerships was established to fill this gap. Through this program, Johnson aimed to leverage positive community relationships to increase trust, create outlets for engagement, and better secure our nation.

In June 2017, DHS awarded $10 million in grants to build community partnerships, in hopes of deradicalizing individuals. The grants were divided into five different classifications: “Developing Resilience,” “Training and Engagement,” “Managing Interventions,” “Challenging the Narrative,” and “Building Capacity.” A majority were awarded to law enforcement, predominantly for community engagement and training; the intent was to help officers develop relationships with people from different cultures and religions with whom they do not typically interact.

Although community engagement is an essential aspect of this relationship building, it is difficult to measure the effectiveness of engagement when it comes to deradicalization. Community-led CVE programs engage communities at large; the current programs do not address the surfacing issue of former law enforcement subjects who return
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to carry out an attack. When a terrorist attack occurs that involves a prior subject of law enforcement, the media widely criticize law enforcement; this brings great public attention to particular segments of the community and can overshadow the community’s willingness to get involved, especially since people who are close to a radicalized individual—or a person in the process of being radicalized—have expressed desire to assist the appropriate agency. However, because most current CVE programs lack targeted intervention methods, this type of approach is difficult to achieve.

In developing a prototype for new U.S. CVE programs that focuses on tailored disengagement, it is important to first review current CVE programs. As mentioned, many homegrown violent extremists were once investigated by law enforcement, or exhibited disturbing behavior before carrying out an attack. Do current CVE programs address these issues? And do they address the research questions prompted in this thesis:

- How can law enforcement re-engage subjects who were once under investigation for terrorism and, though released, are still at risk of radicalization?
- How can law enforcement adopt a collaborative approach to expand its community outreach model concerning violent extremism?

In addition to reviewing U.S.-based programs, this chapter also reviews the UK’s Channel and Prevent programs. Unlike in U.S. CVE programs, in the UK program individuals can be referred to a multi-agency team for a targeted intervention. Moreover, law enforcement is able to refer radicalized individuals to the appropriate social services instead of involving them in a criminal investigation.

---


A. CURRENT U.S. CVE PROGRAMS

1. The Montgomery County, Maryland, Model

In April 2013, the Montgomery County, Maryland, Police Department teamed up with the World Organization for Resources, Development and Education (WORDE), a non-profit organization that focused on building resilience against violent extremism.\(^{203}\) The Montgomery County Model (MCM) for CVE that followed focuses on four main initiatives: engage, educate, connect, and intervene. To “engage,” the program builds community cohesion by involving partners from an array of professions, including “faith community leaders, public officials, law enforcement officers, educators, social service providers, and civic activists.”\(^{204}\) The “educate” part of the initiative uses workshops to train and better inform community stakeholders about violent extremism.\(^{205}\) The “connect” mission builds a network, and relationships, among partners in the community. And, finally, “intervene” means working with community organizations to deter individuals—at the earliest stages—from espousing a radical ideology, and offering alternatives to incarceration in criminal cases.\(^{206}\):

The MCM has been praised by DHS, members of the community, and religious leaders.\(^{207}\) The police believe this program provides the social cohesion needed to develop trust. The founder of WORDE, Dr. Hedieh Mirahmadi, stated, “I wanted to help foster a relationship between the Muslim community and their fellow County residents, together with law enforcement and County government, that was based on mutual respect and


\(^{204}\) WORDE.


\(^{206}\) WORDE, “The Montgomery County Model.”

collaboration.” However, Mirahmadi insists that the program is designed to combat violent extremism holistically, not just in the Muslim community.

Activist groups have expressed concerns that CVE programs like the MCM can be used as an intelligence tool, rather than one designed to truly help those at risk of radicalization—and that they use community members as neighborhood spies. MCM administrators would argue, however, that the program provides the community with a great deal of self-belonging and the buy-in needed to secure the community. The president of the Muslim Public Affairs Council, Salam Al-Marayati, stated, “[The Muslim community] knows when it’s a threat versus just a troubled person, so the more we get involved and raise our voice, the more police and federal law enforcement will have to pay attention to what we have to say.” Additionally, the MCM places the CVE onus on professionals from the community and reduces the responsibility of law enforcement. UK CVE stakeholders argue that “The risk of involvement in terrorism lies with the police …. The police are the most appropriate agency … to assess and manage this risk.” Therefore, imposing deterrence on the community rather than the police might not be the best option. However, activist groups have also expressed concern that the MCM lacks transparency and uses disproved radicalization cycle identifiers to identify individuals at risk of violent extremism.

____________________________________
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2. District of Minnesota’s Terrorism Disengagement and Deradicalization Program

In 2014, nine Somali men in Minnesota—who were all in their late teens or early twenties—were arrested for purportedly desiring to travel overseas to join the Islamic State. These men were not always aspiring jihadists; they were high school teens, some of whom had after-school jobs, excelled academically, and participated in activities such as basketball and football. However, after a fight broke out in their high school between Somali and African American students, one of the indicted teens stated, “We’re the minority here …. Why are we being attacked?” Some of them had relatives who were already on the FBI’s radar for traveling overseas to join al-Shabaab. They began watching IS propaganda videos and expressing their interest in terrorist organizations online. A majority of the teens fostered a strong hatred for the American culture due to assimilation issues; they felt a like-minded group such as IS would accept them.

Perhaps that is what drove U.S. District Judge Michael J. Davis to think of ideas other than incarceration; he wanted, instead, to provide the teens with the social services that could help integrate them into the community and rid them of their radical views. In reaching his sentencing decision, Davis studied deradicalization programs from around the world, including in Indonesia and Denmark, and brought in deradicalization specialist Daniel Koehler. Koehler was able to work closely with Davis and Kevin Lowry, the chief U.S. probation officer in Minnesota, to implement the first Terrorism Disengagement and Deradicalization Program in the nation. The program was designed to steer individuals away from violent extremist ideology after prosecution, while working with non-government organizations, religious leaders, probation officers (trained in deradicalization), and other social service providers in hopes to counter and eliminate the individual’s radical views. The program focuses on individuals who are facing terrorism
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charges and attempts to assess candidates using the threat assessment method; the accuracy of this method, however, was challenged in court in December 2016.\textsuperscript{216}

Abdullahi Yusuf, the single candidate for the deradicalization program, was released from his halfway house back to his family in November 2017. Yusuf will remain under close watch by deradicalization-trained probation officers for the next twenty years.\textsuperscript{217}

3. Minneapolis–St. Paul Pilot Program

The pilot CVE program in St. Paul, Minnesota, was initiated in February 2015. As previously mentioned, Minnesota is the U.S. state with the most arrests for providing material support charges, followed by New York and California.\textsuperscript{218} The program was designed to engage the nation’s largest Somali community and strengthen an already existing relationship between the community and law enforcement. Community buy-in has provided great support for the program, which focuses on three major components: community engagement, prevention, and intervention. All three aspects of the program heavily involve the community.\textsuperscript{219} The Minneapolis program aims to engage youth via the educational system, through after-school programs and peer mentors. The program also aims to engage the community by holding community meetings and by bringing in non-government organizations to help them better understand the Somali culture. These methods and strategies are designed to deter an individual from ever possessing a radical ideology.\textsuperscript{220}


\textsuperscript{220} DHS.
Though the program does address a spectrum of concerns, it does not address how to deal with individuals who already espouse a radical ideology, and it does not have a framework for re-engaging individuals who were once the subject of law enforcement investigation but were never prosecuted. This gap might exist because Minnesota has had no subjects who were once on “law enforcement’s radar” and who later carried out an attack, or possibly due to the sensitive political climate in the region. In addition, the program does not have the empirical data needed to measure its successes or failures.

4. Disruption and Early Engagement Project (DEEP)

In early 2016, the Eastern District of New York’s chief prosecutor, Seth DuCharme, founded the Disruption and Early Engagement Project (DEEP). The program, like Minnesota’s disengagement program, focuses on deradicalizing individuals who are being prosecuted for terrorism charges. The program works with professional human assessors and uses threat assessment technology to evaluate the risk of each individual’s radicalization to violence and their acceptance of the prospect of being deradicalized.\(^{221}\) This individual-targeted approach is what differentiates DEEP from other CVE programs; it is a more delicate, individualized way to let those who are prosecuted on terrorism charges know that they are being monitored, while at the same time providing them with the services they need to re-integrate into society. However, the program is not offered to every individual; federal authorities are extremely careful when selecting candidates, who must agree to cooperate with the program in lieu of a prison sentence.

The DEEP program did work with an individual who was a previous subject of law enforcement investigation, but his actions did not reach the legal threshold for prosecution; there currently is no policy that addresses individuals who possess a radical ideology.\(^{222}\) Such individuals either never reach the legal threshold for prosecution, or have their cases closed due to legal constraints. This is the ongoing and evolving issue of targeted
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disengagement—particularly of those who were once on law enforcement’s radar. Furthermore, the DEEP program uses both government resources and non-government organizations, but does not involve the community; and there is no outreach component to the program. It is possible that the community is not involved due to the sensitive nature of the case documents, which often require a security clearance in order to be obtained. As the program continues, it will also need to determine how to ensure that the individual remains disengaged from a violent ideology when the enforcement arm of court action is removed.

5. The Los Angeles Framework

The Los Angeles framework for CVE promotes healthy community relations through three main objectives: prevention, intervention, and interdiction. The prevention role focuses on educating the community and building relationships between the public and private sectors. Like others discussed in this chapter, the Los Angeles framework relies on cohesion between the community and law enforcement. For prevention, the program engages the community through seminars and educators who establish communication, much like the MCM’s network-building focus. Because of legal complexity, disagreements among scholars about the path to radicalization, and lack of analysis, the Los Angeles framework currently has no official policy concerning intervention. It does, however, discuss the importance of “off-ramps”—“rehabilitative care to individuals who are moving down a path toward committing illegal activity.” When it is identified that someone needs help, interventions are conducted with the help of clergy members, teachers, and parents. For “interdiction,” framework focuses on prosecution,
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arrests, and investigations of violent extremists. The document states, “Law enforcement can more effectively mitigate the risk of individuals becoming potential victims of violent extremist recruitment and radicalization and prioritize their resources to focus on individuals that are current threats to public safety.”\textsuperscript{228}


The Boston CVE program expands the definition of violent extremism, defining violent extremists as “individuals who support or commit ideologically-motivated violence to further personal, political or social objectives, sometimes without direction from or influence by a foreign actor.”\textsuperscript{229} This definition avoids stigmatizing the Muslim community. In addition, the program highlights that there is no singular path to radicalization, and that radicalized individuals may not all display the same signs of radicalization.\textsuperscript{230} The program focuses on better education stakeholders and building a stronger relationship among programs partners.

The Boston framework, however, does not discuss interdiction, or policies for supporting individuals who espouse a violent extremist ideology. The framework document states that, in the future, they hope to develop a plan that can be applicable to different professions, can better educate mental health professionals, and can provide crisis interventions to those in need. Finally, the program hopes to connect social workers with violent extremism experts, who are already in contact with vulnerable individuals who might be susceptible to radicalization.\textsuperscript{231} Advocacy groups have attacked the program, stating that it invited in academics but failed to implement their advised policies.\textsuperscript{232}
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B. THE UK’S “PREVENT” STRATEGY AND THE CHANNEL PROGRAM

The UK’s counterterrorism strategy, known as CONTEST, is broken into four sections:

- Pursue: to stop terrorist attacks;
- Prevent: to stop people becoming terrorists or supporting terrorism;
- Protect: to strengthen our protection against a terrorist attack; and
- Prepare: to mitigate the impact of a terrorist attack.233

Prevent complements investigative techniques and intelligence-gathering methods, and is designed to deter individuals from a path to violent extremism via early intervention. “We not believe it is possible,” the CONTEST document states, “to resolve the threats we face simply by arresting and prosecuting more people.”234 To address all forms of violent extremism, Prevent’s strategy is to conduct targeted interventions with individuals who have displayed alarming behavior or an interest in violent terrorist groups, whether white supremacist, jihadist, or separatist. The Prevent model partners with a wide range of professionals such as those who specialize in “education, criminal justice, faith, charities, the internet and health.”235 The goal is to have multiple agencies working with communities while being transparent about the mission.236

Within the Prevent section of CONTEST, a program called Channel operates as a robust deradicalization mechanism. Channel is led by law enforcement, who work closely with “local multi-agency panels.”237 The Channel police practitioner is always responsible for managing referrals, and Channel only works with organizations that do not have radical views or support violent extremism. The Prevent system also employs engagement officers
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and police community support officers (PCSOs). Engagement officers “connect counter-terrorism policing, neighborhood policing and communities” by developing contacts within the community and understanding the issues a particular neighborhood faces.\textsuperscript{238} PCSOs help build cohesiveness within communities through daily interactions with the public, and by routinely patrolling the communities they protect. The community support officers work hand in hand with the community, listening to their needs, and reporting matters of concern to regular police officers.\textsuperscript{239} Although they do not have the same authority as police officers, PCSOs are armed with well-established inroads into the community. This relationship is crucial in securing the UK against acts of terrorism; it was the PCSOs who were essentially responsible for identifying a group of men who were planning to carry out a bombing in in July 2005.\textsuperscript{240}

The Channel program is designed to be transparent and easy to understand. It focuses on conducting interventions in all communities, but predominately in cities that have proven to be vulnerable to radicalization. Channel has a three-step process to provide tailored solutions based on the individual referred to the program. The first three phases are:

- Identifying at-risk individuals;
- Conducting a risk assessment of the individual designated and;
- Developing a sustainable plan for the troubled individuals referred to the program.\textsuperscript{241}

Acknowledging that the path to radicalization is not a linear process and individuals might be vulnerable to radicalization for many different reasons, Channel focuses on all forms of terrorism and does not focus on one religion or ethnicity. Individuals can be referred to
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Channel either by phone, email, or panel members. Once an individual is identified, the person is then referred to the panel. The panel is required by British law to be chaired by a member of law enforcement, as law enforcement personnel take more risk on a daily basis than any other profession. According to the Channel guidance document, “The risk of involvement in terrorism lies with the police. This is the risk posed by the individual to themselves and society through their potential active involvement in criminality associated with terrorism. The police are the most appropriate agency throughout the entire life of each Channel case to assess and manage this risk.”

Enrollment into the program is entirely voluntary and guarantees that the individual will not be brought under investigation. The individual is only arrested if he or she carries out a crime. If the individual is a minor, then consent for the minor’s information can be obtained from a parent or a guardian. Once an individual is enrolled into the Channel program, either the police practitioner, a Prevent officer, or a “single point of contact” is responsible for directing and managing the referral. This person is responsible for:

- managing referrals and cases through the Channel process in accordance with the Channel guidance and case management principles;
- ensuring that referrals that are dealt with swiftly, and where appropriate, brought to the attention of the Channel panel as soon as possible;
- increasing understanding of Channel amongst panel partners and others;
- establishing effective relationships with panel partners, individuals and organizations who can deliver support; and
- managing any risk associated with the individual’s potential involvement in terrorist related activity.

Figure 15 shows the Channel process in more detail.
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Most of the referrals to Channel are provided by “active bystanders” who are concerned about a vulnerable individual. Once a referral is received, the first step is to assess the individual. The assessment looks at three main factors:

- Engagement—how attached the person is to a faction, ideology or a cause.
- Intent—if the individual intends to harm others.
- Capability—how capable the individual is of carrying out an attack.\(^\text{245}\)
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Each factor is considered separately, as an individual can be engaged with a group but may not intend to cause harm, or may not be capable of carrying out an attack.

If the referral is found to be not appropriate, the police practitioner will immediately close the referral and refer the individual to social services. If the referral is deemed to be within the Channel mission, then a further assessment is conducted by the Channel panel, who provide the information they have regarding the individual referred to the police practitioner. This process is simplified when panel members have a sharing order in place. Although the panel is required by law to provide information concerning the referred member, this law is overruled by the Data Protection Act of 1998. The sharing process is assessed on a case-by-case basis and is to take into consideration the necessity, relevance, proportion, and legality concerning the sharing of information. If there is a conflict of laws, the panel members seek advice from the police practitioner.²⁴⁶

Once the Channel panel assesses that the individual is fit to be a candidate and he or she is accepted into the program, the panel designs a tailored plan for support services. The support plan may include several agencies working together or one agency leading the effort, depending on the nature of the assessment. The panel meets regularly to manage the risk involved with intervention programs. “Risk is a theme that runs through the entire Channel process, i.e., risk to the individual; risk to the public; and risk to partners or organizations providing support to the individual, including any intervention providers. The panel is responsible for managing the risk in relation to the vulnerable individual.”²⁴⁷

The Channel program, though it has seen successes, has been criticized by civil rights and religious groups. The program came under scrutiny for its perceived targeting of Muslim communities, and earlier iterations of the program were not correctly vetting contracted partners.²⁴⁸ Despite some challenges, the program has seen great support and
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participation from the public; between April 2016 and March 2017, the program received 6,093 referrals. Of those, 332 received social services to help them disengage from violent extremism, and 54 percent of the total referred individuals were provided other social services. Additionally, almost 79 percent of the referred individuals left the program and were no longer interested in terrorism.

C. CONCLUSIONS

When President Trump took office in early 2017 and implemented new policies, the DHS grant program’s funding for CVE efforts was frozen. President Trump eventually cut funding to nonprofit organizations that countered domestic terrorism and instead awarded the grant money to foundations that mainly focused on combating foreign terrorist ideologies. This policy change defies evidence that the domestic and international terrorism threats are equally prevalent. CVE programs need to focus on both; some academics even believe the radicalization processes for both groups are very similar. As radicalization expert Mary Beth Altier explains, “There aren’t really distinctions between joining a group like the KKK and ISIS.”

The goal of countering radicalization, as stated by political scientist Anfel Rabasa, is “to get the individual to change his belief system, reject the extremist ideology and embrace a moderate worldview.” This thesis argues that although current CVE programs might be useful, there is a need for a new approach. From studying different CVE
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programs domestically and internationally, it is clear that law enforcement must play a larger role in preventing violent extremism. However, law enforcement should separate its CVE goals from its intelligence-collection goals. Trust and transparency are extremely important when implementing a CVE program. Therefore, CVE programs cannot be led by units within law enforcement that conduct intelligence operations. Such strategies have caused distrust between the community and law enforcement.\textsuperscript{256} The CVE operations can be led, instead, by a law enforcement unit whose sole mission is CVE; specific community engagement units could focus on community outreach. Furthermore, these units should design tailored approaches—with the appropriate partners—to target already identified individuals who possess a violent ideology.

A tailored and targeted method can be used by both local and federal agencies that engage in CVE efforts. Often, family members and those who are close to an individual notice the person acting differently or in an alarming manner. These intimate details are not available to law enforcement, but family members might feel comfortable bringing the information to a clergy member or a community leader. Currently, there is no method for a concerned individual to ask for help from law enforcement without the possibility of the at-risk individual being arrested, nor is there a program that allows law enforcement to use resources and the services available to them to deradicalize these individuals. Such a program would not, by any means, be a way to intervene with active investigations; nor does it suggest that there is not a need for intelligence agencies to carry out terrorism investigations. This method is meant, rather, to disengage individuals who are no longer on the radar of law enforcement from a violent ideology; it can also be used to deter individuals from a path toward a violent ideology.

There are tensions between CVE programs and civil liberties groups, who believe there are no specific indicators of violent extremism, and the programs therefore target

individuals who are simply going through a normal part of life. In addition, civil liberties groups believe that the indicators used by CVE programs are “constitutionally protected behaviors.” However, law enforcement is constantly being criticized concerning new policy implementations. Although it is important to take into consideration the input of public and private sectors when implementing new policies, law enforcement should not base their policy implementations solely on the recommendations of these outside groups, as it would risk the safety and security of the United States.

U.S. CVE programs have created a solid foundation from which to grow, and have certainly come a long way. They have fostered relationships with communities and established early interventions via youth education. However, they do not provide a window for an active bystander to report concerning behavior before it becomes violent, and they are not designed to operate in the pre-criminal space, nor to provide softer alternatives to subjects of law enforcement investigations. To mimic programs that address the current missing gaps in U.S.-based CVE programs, the next chapter reviews a number of collaborative police models and multidisciplinary teams (MDTs). Such collaborative models might help address the complex nature of radicalizations by looking at professional suggestions from different areas of expertise. Collaborative models might also provide ideas for building trust in neighborhoods and fostering community support.


IV. MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAMS, RISK ASSESSMENT MODELS, AND NYPD NEIGHBORHOOD POLICING

It’s not just Neighborhood Coordination Officers—this isn’t just a program, it is all 36,000 police officers. [Neighborhood policing] is a philosophy of treating one another with respect—treating the community with respect and us, as leaders, treating our cops with respect.

—Terrence Monahan, NYPD Chief of Department

The research in the previous chapters shows that there is not a single path to radicalization and that radicalization is not exclusive to a single ideology or religion. The individuals examined went down a path of violent extremism for different reasons. Furthermore, each person experienced a different timeline between radicalization and the act of violence. One commonality, however, was that they all displayed disturbing behavior or indicators of a propensity for violence.

As demonstrated in the previous chapters, domestic CVE programs do not give the local community the opportunity to report alarming or concerning behavior to a local law enforcement agency if the behavior is not considered criminal in nature. Currently, law enforcement has no other option than using established protocols to investigate subjects involved or suspected of being involved in violent extremism. In some cases, the legal threshold to continue investigating violent extremists is not met, and the case must be closed. The individual, however, may still be susceptible to deeper radicalization.

There is a model, however, that helps address the issue of violent extremism using a range of diverse professionals. The model is known as multidisciplinary teams (MDTs). The MDTs draw professionals from distinct disciplines (law enforcement, mental health, education, mentor organizations, religious organizations, etc.) who jointly work to address the community’s needs. An MDT’s resources may not always be a perfect fit for at-risk
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persons; however, they can potentially prevent future attacks. MDT interventions can contribute to early identification and intervention of impending violent behavior. An MDT, for example, may have prevented the attacks by Omar Mateen and Elton Simpson.

Researchers have found that early preventative measures are most effective when they are carried out by multiple collaborating agencies or MDTs. While the agencies may not work together on a daily basis, they can come together to help unravel the complexity of countering violent extremism. The research indicates that MDTs can play a vital role in two ways: by creating risk assessment identifiers that help pinpoint individuals who are at risk of violent extremism, and by determining the best way to prevent the individual from becoming more entrenched in the extreme ideology.

A. WHY EXPLORE MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAMS?

Due to the complex nature of violent extremism, different professionals have different theories about why an individual radicalizes. The sociologist will identify socioeconomic, assimilation, and political factors as drivers. The psychologist cannot rule out mental health issues or other psychological components. The behavioral scientist suggests that violence is the result of an individual’s struggle with emotions, anger, and frustrations. Early educational intervention programs, on the other hand, have seen success by conducting community outreach and educating youth, who are
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particularly susceptible to radicalization. In certain circumstances, an in-person, targeted intervention via a MDT has proven most successful, especially when the individual is displaying alarming behavior but has not yet committed a crime.

MDTs are used across many professions, such as in the mental health, cybersecurity, and medical fields. Law enforcement agencies too have recognized their potential for non-prosecutorial options when diverting individuals from a violent path, such as in anti-gang campaigns and the opioid epidemic. Along with this, police agencies have also realized the importance of building trust and establishing programs that address relationships between the community and police. As NYPD Police Commissioner James P. O’Neill stated, “We are hearing story after story about how officers were able to respond more quickly and more effectively to crime and other problems because they are so firmly grounded in neighborhoods. Moreover, I believe we have just scratched the surface of what neighborhood policing can accomplish.”

This chapter focuses on multidisciplinary team models while examining different programs that incorporate MDTs. The two risk assessment models—the Violent Extremism Risk Assessment model (version 2, revised; VERA-2R) and the U.S. Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center (NTAC) model for school safety—were chosen because they are the two most recent and innovative models available for assessing violent extremism. Moreover, the shared behavioral indicators between violent extremists and school shooters may place an individual on the same path toward violence. In line with this, the first model chosen is. The chapter also explores the NYPD neighborhood policing model—a model that is being used to establish trust between law enforcement and the community. Data suggest that the NYPD was able to drop the rate of crime by promoting


the “shared responsibility” message while at the same time empowering both the community and the officers.270

B. MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAMS (MDTS)

The MDT model is derived from the biopsychosocial model.271 The biopsychosocial model explains how a person’s “biological, psychological, and social processes operate together to affect physical health outcomes.”272 The biopsychosocial model is used predominately in the medical field to help patients recover from illness by focusing on external factors such as social conditions, rather than simply concentrating on the medical findings.273 Similarly, MDTs gather a group of experts from different backgrounds who would not routinely work together.274 The Department of Justice describes an MDT as:

A group of people (comprised of representatives from three or more disciplines who work collaboratively), bound by a common purpose (the MDT has a shared goal and shared the definition of the problem they are addressing), and is characterized by five elements:

- **Shared Decision-Making**
  The entire team participates in the decision-making process, sharing information, and sharing successes.

- **Partnership**
  MDTs are characterized by a formal Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) or an Interagency Agreement (IAA).

- **Interdependency**
  The team influences group and individual outcomes.

---
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• **Balanced Power**  
All members of the MDT have equal input and prohibit a single member from dominating the group.

• **Process**  
The development and use of protocols to introduce predictability and accountability into the case review process, including protocols for conflict resolution.275

MDT models have existed for decades in education and health fields, and are gaining popularity with law enforcement. In the medical field, MDTs have brought together health care professionals with psychologists and nutritionists when treating cardiac patients.276 For educators, MDTs have helped parents work with children on the autism spectrum by bringing them together with professionals and school officials to provide tailored education solutions.277 For CVE efforts, MDTs similarly gather experts from different disciplines to address the community’s specific needs.278 Research shows that the professionals in an MDT are not only able to work together to disengage an individual from a violent ideology but also to bring a whole community closer together.279 Many CVE programs have looked to MDTs to help solve a complicated issue.

C. **VIOLENT EXTREMIST RISK ASSESSMENT TOOLS**

Law enforcement officials have realized that solving the issue of violent extremism requires more than just investigating and arresting those who threaten violence.280 Researchers believe that intervention efforts are effective when an individual is approached early on in the radicalization process, before he or she commits a crime.281 To carry out an
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effective targeted intervention, officials should conduct a behavioral risk assessment to analyze the individual’s extremist views. That risk assessment will help explain why the individual is going down a path toward violent extremism. Risk assessment is defined as “any process involving the systematic gathering and interpretation of information pertaining to an individual in order to predict the likelihood that the individual will engage in the behavior of concern in the future.” The risk assessment and management process is ongoing and synergistic; practitioners must understand multiple disparate fields and continuously draw from one another to craft effective mitigation strategies that fit the specific case. Risk assessment models are used in many different professions; in the medical field, for example, practitioners use the Broset violence checklist to predict violent outbreaks better. The most relevant examples of MDTs are those that function within risk assessment models. The two recent risk assessment models for CVE described in this chapter are the VERA-2R and the NTAC’s school safety model.

In a recent study, DHS concluded that to assess an individual accurately, numerous assessment tools may have to be used; additionally, the study clarifies that risk assessment tools are not a silver-bullet solution. The practitioners who conduct the risk assessment should augment their data by obtaining information from all the agencies involved in the risk assessment. Due to humans’ dynamic behavior, static strategies may be counterproductive when assessing individual risk. This explains why different events galvanize different individuals to partake in violent acts. For example, Elton Simpson committed violent acts in response to a dream in which a woman in a hijab signified that he must commit jihad to reach paradise. For Timothy McVeigh, the Branch Davidians’
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encounter with the FBI in Waco, Texas, motivated him in part to commit the Oklahoma City bombing. These incidents, and others like them, support the theory of observing various behavioral signs when conducting risk assessments in order to accurately predict the risk of violent extremism in a particular individual.

1. Violent Extremism Risk Assessment, Version 2 Revised (VERA-2R)

The VERA-2 model was the revised 2010 version of the original 2009 VERA. Unlike other risk assessment tools being used to assess criminal behavior, the VERA looks specifically at risk factors associated with those who espouse a violent ideology. While it was designed for suspected terrorists, it is scalable to fit any spectrum of violent extremism. In 2016, the VERA-2 model was slightly modified and renamed the VERA-2R. The VERA-2R is designed to assess if an individual is willing to justify an act of violence based on ideological, political, or religious principles. While the model remained predominantly the same, it added additional risk factors that focus on women, young adults, and violent extremists who have mental health issues.

The model uses a two-step approach to evaluating the individual’s risk: the first step is to assess the person’s likelihood to commit an act of violence and the second is to implement a plan for intervention. The model is broken down further into five domains:

1. Beliefs, attitudes, and ideology
2. Social context and intention
3. History, actions, and capability
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4. Commitment and motivation
5. Protective and risk-mitigating indicators.\textsuperscript{293}

The categories are designed to lessen the odds of false positives that could be caused by other risk assessment tools risk.\textsuperscript{294} Altogether, the VERA-2R contains thirty-four indicators of violent extremism; while the current list is not publicly available (it can be obtained by attending a VERA-2R workshop), the thirty-one VERA-2 model indicators are shown in Table 2. One aspect that makes the VERA indicator sheet unique is that it can be used by any individual trained in violent extremism; its audience is not limited to certified health professionals. Due to the complex dynamics involved with violent extremism, the risk assessment team should comprise “law enforcement officers, intelligence and security professionals, professionals in corrections, psychologists and other behavioral scientists who have a demonstrable knowledge of terrorism and the requisite training in the methodology of risk assessment protocol administration.”\textsuperscript{295}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VERA 2 Indicator Items</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BA</strong> Beliefs and attitudes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA.1 Commitment to ideology justifying violence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA.2 Victim of injustice and grievances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA.3 Dehumanization/demonization of identified targets of injustice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA.4 Rejection of democratic society and values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA.5 Feelings of hate, frustration, persecution, alienation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA.6 Hostility to national collective identity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA.7 Lack of empathy, understanding outside own group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VERA 2 Indicator Items</th>
<th>Low Moderate High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CI</strong></td>
<td><strong>Context and intent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI.1</td>
<td>Seeker, consumer, developer of violent extremist materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI.2</td>
<td>Identification of target (person, place, group) in response to perceived injustice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI.3</td>
<td>Personal contact with violent extremists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI.4</td>
<td>Anger and expressed intent to act violently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI.5</td>
<td>Expressed desire to die for cause or martyrdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI.6</td>
<td>Expressed intent to plan, prepare violent action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI.7</td>
<td>Susceptible to influence, authority, indoctrination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HC</strong></td>
<td><strong>History and capability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC.1</td>
<td>Early exposure to pro-violence militant ideology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC.2</td>
<td>Network (family, friends) involved in violent action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC.3</td>
<td>Prior criminal history of violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC.4</td>
<td>Tactical, paramilitary, explosives training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC.5</td>
<td>Extremist ideological training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC.6</td>
<td>Access to funds, resources, organizational skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CM</strong></td>
<td><strong>Commitment and motivation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM.1</td>
<td>Glorification of violent action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM.2</td>
<td>Driven by criminal opportunism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM.3</td>
<td>Commitment to group, group ideology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM.4</td>
<td>Driven by moral imperative, moral superiority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM.5</td>
<td>Driven by excitement, adventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P</strong></td>
<td><strong>Protective items</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.1</td>
<td>Re-interpretation of ideology less rigid, absolute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.2</td>
<td>Rejection of violence to obtain goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.3</td>
<td>Change of vision of enemy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.4</td>
<td>Involvement with non-violent, de-radicalization, offence-related programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.5</td>
<td>Community support for non-violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.6</td>
<td>Family support for non-violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPJ</strong></td>
<td><strong>VERA final judgment</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Rating differences for protective items: high rating = more mitigation and less risk.
2. Enhancing School Safety: National Threat Assessment Center (NTAC) Model

To better understand the threat of violence that our nation’s schools K–12 schools face, specifically from active shooters, the United States Secret Service conducted a study. Although the study was not able to find a specific profile that would identify a school shooter, it stresses that the first step for prevention should be forming an MDT. To assess if an individual is a potential school shooter, the MDT should contain school teachers, law enforcement officials, guidance counselors, sports coaches, mental health experts, and school superintendents. Furthermore, the MDT should have a designated leader—preferably a senior school administrator—and should establish “protocols and procedures” that outline how a student’s concerning behavior should be brought to the attention of the MDT. The MDT should meet regularly—not just when a new case is identified—to help the members understand different views, build cohesiveness, and prepare via role-playing scenarios.

The study further states that schools should define triggering behaviors. Although visible signs such as bullying, displaying violent behavior, harassing students, or bringing a weapon to school are observable behaviors, there could be other, less obvious signs that should be flagged for intervention. Those signs could include a student alienating him or herself, being excessively absent, showing signs of depression or other symptoms of mental illness, or using drugs or alcohol. To be able to intervene and create safer schools, the threshold for intervention should be set at a very low level. The research realizes that
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the MDT members will necessarily observe all signs. Therefore, an anonymous referral mechanism—such as a website or phone hotline—should be implemented to allow students, relatives, friends, or concerned community members to report a student. Equally important, an MDT member must be designated to respond to the complaints, and all referrals should be confidential. While the study does not provide a specific checklist for conducting a risk assessment, it identifies a number of indicators present in most shooters:

- If the student communicates his disturbing thoughts or desires to someone.
- The student’s interest in owning a weapon or carrying out an attack.
- The student’s capability to access a firearm or an explosive device.
- If the student very stressed or dealing with a significant setback in their life.
- If the student has any disability or mental illness.
- If the student feels like he/she is running out of opportunities.
- If the student has previously displayed violent behavior or is thinking about engaging in violence.
- If the student’s behavior concerned others and made them feel not safe
- If the student has expressed planning for an attack or researched implementing a school attack.
- If the student’s statements coincide with their actions or if they differ.
- If the student is engaged in social activities that promote social cohesiveness.
- If the student can develop trusted relationships with school employees
- If the student is emotionally associated with other students.

If law enforcement is not a partner in the MDT, the study suggests that officers should be notified immediately if there is an imminent threat to the school. However, if there are no
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exigent circumstances, then the MDT must develop a strategic plan to reduce the risk. The study also states that removing the student from the school does not reduce the risk of an attack. Therefore, a risk reduction intervention plan should be individually tailored for the student.\textsuperscript{306}

In closing, the study emphasizes the importance of appropriate training for all stakeholders; the safety of the school system is both an individual and a collective responsibility. Also, students should be educated about the importance of informing staff about a fellow student’s intent to commit an act of harm or alarming behavior. The students may be willing to do so if they understand that there is a difference between helping a classmate and tattling.\textsuperscript{307}

D. **NYPD NEIGHBORHOOD POLICING MODEL**

Research suggests that law enforcement can more effectively combat violent extremism through collaborative efforts with community members.\textsuperscript{308} An effective model shows the community members that they play a role in keeping their community safe. This type of model builds trust between law enforcement and the community, which in turn helps lessen community bias against law enforcement. If MDTs can garner community support, they may be better able to identify the core causes of active targeted violence. This partnership could encourage community members to report alarming behavior to law enforcement, who can then intervene earlier in the radicalization process and offer appropriate treatment.\textsuperscript{309}

In early 2015, NYPD Commissioner William Bratton changed the way the department executes its police mission by enacting the “NYPD Plan of Action.”\textsuperscript{310} This neighborhood policing plan was a shift away from the NYPD’s older community affairs unit, which acted as the bridge between law enforcement and the community. The
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department realized that, to develop deep trust between the community and the police officers, it must dedicate more resources to in-person community interactions. The NYPD thus restructured the way precincts were devoting their resources and focused on developing intimate relationships between the officers and the neighborhoods they protect. The plan focuses on five main pillars:

- **Tactics**—a neighborhood policing plan that heavily involves community partners and addresses their concerns.

- **Technology**—advanced technological capabilities to empower police officers while they patrol the street.

- **Training**—an emphasis on shared best practices for street policing.

- **Terrorism**—a comprehensive plan for combating terrorism that involves interagency cooperation.

- **Trust**—the development of trust between the community and law enforcement. This also means being forgiving toward officers and not disciplining them if they make a bad judgment call—as long as it is not a criminal act.

The final pillar, trust, is particularly important because it allows officers to make decisions without fear of repercussion; simultaneously, this also heightens the officers’ sense of ownership, which naturally motivates them to make stronger community connections. However, without a dual focus on enforcement, the NYPD’s neighborhood policing efforts will fail. So the NYPD created Craft, an app that allows officers to document how they positively interact with the community in ways that are normally not recorded. This helps
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officers demonstrate to their superiors that they are carrying out their mission without affecting arrests.315

To establish relationships with communities, former NYPD Chief of Department and current Commissioner James O’Neill, along with Chief of Patrol Terrance Monahan, initiated a neighborhood policing plan.316 Rather than assigning officers to different sectors, O’Neill’s new plan broke each precinct into four or five different industries, and staffed those sectors with the same officers on a daily basis. In addition, rather than having sector officers just answer 9-1-1 calls, the new plan required sector patrol officers to conduct at least two hours and twenty minutes of neighborhood engagement daily.317 However, acknowledging that this was not enough, O’Neill also implemented a new position called neighborhood coordination officers (NCOs) who could help solve problems via investigative techniques and community interactions. The NCO program assigns two additional officers to each sector with core mission areas to:

- Monitor crime patterns and trends.
- Report their crime patterns and trends findings to other officers.
- Develop targeted enforcement plans that reduce crimes in their sector.
- Develop trusted relationships with the community members in their sector.
- Listen to complaints from the community and address their concerns.
- Respond to a few 9-1-1 jobs to stay aware of the crime patterns and develop personal relationships with those individuals they respond to aid.
- Develop community contacts and encourage citizen participation.318
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Current NYPD Chief of Department Terrance Monahan believes the NYPD neighborhood policing program is responsible for a precipitous drop in crime. He stated,

This is all about getting to know people. You know, there’s 8.5 million eyes out there in the city of New York, and we want to be able to reach out to as many of them, and get them comfortable to come up to us and kind of talk…. Someone’s going to see something, and if they say something to us, hopefully we can prevent a tragedy like what happened in England.\(^{319}\)

Monahan has evolved the program to focus more on a “shared responsibility” model between law enforcement and the community. The NCOs hold a neighborhood meeting that focuses on two main objectives: “To identify the public safety challenges of your specific neighborhood—big or small—and give everyone an opportunity discuss potential solutions together.”\(^{320}\) These meetings establish dialogue and have enhanced trust between the community and police officers significantly.

The NYPD neighborhood policing program has become a national model for other law enforcement agencies.\(^{321}\) Although its main goal is to combat crime, it also builds in-person relationships between the police and the community, allowing them to voice their opinions and inform NYPD personnel about matters that can help reduce crime.\(^{322}\) With relationship building, trust is established; and with trust established, both entities can work together for a safer society.\(^{323}\)


\(^{321}\) Bove, “NYPD Neighborhood Policing.”

\(^{322}\) Bratton, “NYPD Plan of Action.”

E. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter began by reviewing how MDTs operate both within and outside of law enforcement—specifically, however, how they can be used as a tool to prevent violent extremism and protect communities. The two risk assessment models studied, the VERA-2R and the NTAC school safety model, focus on different types of threats but share commonalities. Both models use MDTs and stress an individualized approach, and both look at a broad spectrum of factors. Moreover, both stress that although there is a group dynamic involved in assessing risk, risk assessment tools should not be the only consideration; other factors must be reviewed when making a final determination, and gathering additional data from stakeholders or interviews might inform a better decision. As a recent DHS study points out, “Proper validation of an assessment instrument involves collecting data from a known population and applying the tool to those cases to determine how effectively it performs.”

The VERA-2R and NTAC models also had some differences. Most notably, the VERA model uses a thirty-four-item checklist; the NTAC tool, however, relies on general factors to guide practitioners. Future iterations of the NTAC model might consider incorporating a comprehensive list of questions surrounding the alarming behavior displayed by those who carry out an act of violence in a school system, and adding a similar scale of the degree of risk that is associated with the factors. The NTAC model offered outsider input by providing a central reporting mechanism; this could be implemented into the VERA program to alert members about at-risk individuals.

History shows that laws legislated by state, federal, and local governments have caused the relationship between law enforcement and the communities to suffer. At times, police departments have suffered distrust from communities due to incidents involving unnecessary use of force or misconduct by police officers. Similarly, law enforcement personnel lose confidence in the communities they police due to fatal attacks on police
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officers. These incidents cause a divide between the community and law enforcement, obstruct crime reduction goals, and prevent citizens from reporting. Agencies nationwide are trying to improve relationships between communities and law enforcement. As an example, after Eric Gardner died while being taken into custody by NYPD officers, riots began in New York and around the United States. Following this incident, NYPD focused its efforts on rebuilding community trust through the neighborhood policing program.

The neighborhood policing program has provided a platform that works to both establish trust and protect citizens. It gives the community the incentive to invest in the mission of keeping their hometowns safe. Such relationship-building techniques are essential for establishing a centralized reporting plan. A centralized reporting mechanism cannot be implemented without significant trust between law enforcement and the community. The result of trust is also a sense of shared responsibility, a connection between the local law enforcement department and its community members, and confidence in citizens who report crimes—as well as their belief that they will remain anonymous and the appropriate services will be provided.
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V. A TAILORED VIOLENT EXTREMISM PREVENTION MODEL

If red flags exist, it is family members who might spot them. Such early suspicions are best described as simply “parent’s intuition.” These feelings and observations could never be quantified into a checklist, but some families sense that something is awry.

—Seamus Hughes

A. EXPANDING THE DEFINITION OF RADICALIZATION

To better combat violent extremism, this thesis began by identifying the different grievances, ideologies, networks, and public health components that explain radicalization. The research identified some triggers that can cause an individual to go down a path of violent extremism. One common misconception about those who have committed violent terror acts is that these radicalized individuals are generally of the Muslim faith. This misconception can cause the Muslim community to feel as if they are unfairly targeted, especially since term radicalization in the intelligence community focuses predominantly on the Muslim community. In 2006, the FBI stated that it would follow a two-step approach to understand the complexity of radicalization:

1. We are attempting to understand the dynamics of individual and organizational radicalization to identify early indicators as to whether individuals or groups are demonstrating the potential for violence.

2. We are engaged in extensive outreach to Muslim communities to dispel misconceptions that may foster extremism.
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This limited view likely stems from 9/11; however, the growing literature base about domestic terrorism, including its potential catalysts, shows that the threat from Islamic terrorism comes from jihadist groups not solely in the United States but also in Europe. Islamic terrorist attacks have recently spiked in countries such as Germany, England, France, and Belgium. These attacks have received significant media attention and have influenced policymakers to focus on jihadist radicalization rather than other factions of terrorism. According to data from the Combating Terrorism Center, far-right ideologies are responsible for inspiring approximately 300 attacks per year. Furthermore, data from the U.S. Extremist Crime Database indicates that far-right extremist groups perpetuate more attacks than jihadists; far-right extremist groups carried out sixty-two attacks between 2001 and 2016 while Islamic violent extremists carried out only twenty-three in the same time period. This comparison between extremist ideologies was brought to light when James Fields carried out a devastating attack that killed one and injured nineteen others. Harris followed instructions disseminated by ISIS and Al-Qa’ida leaders, which called for the use of a vehicle to carry out attacks in Western countries.

Myriad factors contribute to violent extremism. It is our duty as a nation to expand our definition of radicalized individuals to include all ideologies that pose a terroristic threat against our country. The definition must encompass all individuals who go down a path toward violence—all individuals who aim to cause harm to our communities. The definition of a violent extremist should include those who support jihadist groups, white
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supremacist groups, school violence, left-wing extremist, or any other violent ideology. A broader and deeper understanding of the issue of radicalization will help us:

- Dispel the ambiguities associated with the current definition of radicalization, which does not accurately describe the threat environment.
- Accurately assess individuals who are at risk of violent extremism.
- Provide those at risk of violent extremism with the appropriate social services or treatment.
- Focus the nation on preventing all aspects of violent extremism.
- Remove the stigma against Muslim communities, which is often caused by the singular approaches of current CVE programs.
- Improve first responders’ safety by increasing awareness among the first responder community.

Using the term violent extremist more broadly will dispel the false connotation that radicalization is exclusive to jihadists. Moreover, by identifying individuals of all violent paths equally as violent extremists, we can perpetuate a message that law enforcement is more concerned about the violence and harm that can affect our communities, which can strengthen the trust between the community and law enforcement.

B. TAILORED DISENGAGEMENT

A recent study in the *Stanford Social Innovation Review* contends that “no single organization is responsible for any major social problem, nor can any single organization cure it.”336 Research also shows that there is no linear path to violent extremism.337 Forming MDTs that include local law enforcement, mental health professionals, social workers, lawyers, religious leaders, and educators is the best strategy to inform
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disengagement. MDTs must choose a leader, decide when to meet, arrange a centralized reporting center, assess risk, and deliver the message of risk to stakeholders.\textsuperscript{338}

1. **Pick a Leader**

Electing an MDT chairperson is critical; this person will be responsible for gathering all the members, assuring that collaboration between agencies is fluid, and that the MDT participants are engaged in meaningful discussion, providing expertise related to their professions. It is recommended that the chairperson of the MDT be from law enforcement or another city agency. Although community members can be involved in the program, it is in the researchers’ best interest to only have a city agency chair the panel; models that have community members coordinating the program have been accused of employing community members as neighborhood spies.

2. **When to Meet**

The MDT team should meet on a regular basis—not just when a new case is identified. Regularly scheduled meetings will allow the team to better understand opposing views, build cohesiveness, and prepare via role-playing scenarios.\textsuperscript{339} In addition, the MDT should conduct interventions on a case-by-case basis, with a low threshold for intervention; there are a variety of behavioral signs that can point to violent extremism—some seem benign on the surface but might present concern to a professional from a specific field.\textsuperscript{340} For example, if law enforcement identifies an individual who is mentally ill and requires treatment from a psychologist, the medical professionals conducting the intervention would determine how to proceed and would maintain the individual’s privacy.

Members of the MDT should all sign confidentiality agreements and a memorandum of understanding. The memorandum will allow the agencies to exchange
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information and the confidentiality agreements will protect individuals’ information from being leaked to those who are not involved with the disengagement.

3. Centralized Reporting Center

An essential part of the intervention program should be a reporting mechanism for anyone who observes alarming behavior. The program should establish an anonymous system for people to report the behavior to a centralized intake office for the MDT. It is important, however, that this system is for reporting only and that subjects are not criminalized or labeled as under investigation. Rather, the MDT should determine if the individual needs social or mental health services; the process will be managed in the pre-criminal stage and handled appropriately.

Additionally, law enforcement should provide information about subjects they are no longer criminally investigating but who may still espouse a violent extremist ideology. The prior subjects can be referred to the centralized reporting center, where law enforcement can provide the information that has been gathered throughout the investigation.

4. Assessing the Risk

The intervention process is a critical step in preventing violent extremism. Two options for risk assessments are the VERA-2R model and NTAC school safety threat assessment model. Combining these tools—particularly their indicators for risk—can provide the risk assessors with more behavior data sets. When doing so, however, it is essential to differentiate between criminal and social behaviors that point to risk. The combined assessment can provide inside information about the concerns of a vulnerable
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individual, which can help the MDT determine how to disengage that individual from a path to violent extremism.

Because there are many different causes of violent extremism, each individual may display different signs. Once an individual is identified, the members of the MDT should develop a personalized disengagement plan. The members of the MDT should maintain the management plan until the individual is no longer a concern to the panel and, more importantly, society. An important consideration is if an individual is threatening violent behavior or has immediate access to a weapon; if such peril is involved, law enforcement should be immediately notified. Otherwise—if the MDT does not believe there is imminent danger—the MDT panel can determine the best way to approach the individual.

Since the individual is being referred to the program in a pre-criminal space, the MDT will also need to select a member to initially contact the individual and attempt to gain his or her voluntary cooperation. When building the intervention plan, each member of the MDT should evaluate the behavior indicators from his or her professional expertise to avoid redundant measures.

5. Delivering the Message

To better support tailored disengagement programs, the public should be better educated about the MDT program and its objectives. Both the public along and the program’s stakeholders should also understand the different behavioral signs that might identify an individual who is going down a path to violent extremism. This is particularly important because, at times, there is a negative connotation when law enforcement is operating in the non-criminal space. The agencies involved should build on the existing relationships between members of the MDT and the community when explaining the program. Such relationships help the public become receptive to the program based on existing trust and prior history.

C. CONCLUSION

The path to violent extremism is different for every individual. As a nation, we must develop methods for disrupting this non-linear threat of homegrown violent extremism. Arresting and charging an individual might not be a viable option when dealing with wanna-be terrorists or extremists, particularly if the individual’s actions never rise to the level of prosecution. Law enforcement agencies hold a misconception that they can arrest their way out of a solution. Such practices are “not only ineffective but ultimately [do] more harm than good as made evident by the community’s lack of trust in the department.”

In 2013, the Los Angeles Police Department, in partnership with the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department, U.S. Attorney’s office, DHS, and the FBI, began a law enforcement-led CVE intervention program called “Recognizing Extremist Network Early Warnings” (RENEW). In October 2017, the program was renamed “Providing Alternatives to Hinder Extremism” (PATHE). The PATHE program aims to address the wide spectrum of violent extremism and not follow current myopic CVE programs. In 2017, the program identified an individual who was making bomb threats and the MDT’s mental health professionals determined that the individual suffered from schizophrenia. The members were then able to provide the individual with the appropriate treatment and no criminal charges were made. Deputy Chief Horace Frank stated, “Sometimes putting an individual like this in jail doesn’t address the long-term issue.”

The broad-based community engagement tactic is not the only option available for combating violent extremism; at times, encouraging community reporting has proven to be polarizing. Minority communities have felt as if they are being targeted and advocacy
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groups have expressed feelings of persecution and privacy violation. Due to civil liberties and legal constraints, any individual identified by an MDT does not have to cooperate with law enforcement; however, an attempt to encourage the individual to cooperate might be effective. The individualized approach may also welcome assistance from the people who are close to the subject, such as concerned, friends, family members, or community and religious leaders.

The assessment phase must be conducted by professionals who are familiar with the different components of violent extremism. This will provide the MDT with an in-depth behavior view and appropriate disengagement strategies. Another benefit of the individualized approach is the ability to measure the value of disengagement programs. Currently, there is no effective way to measure successes and failures of CVE programs; however, a targeted approach can provide an accurate measurement based on the individual’s capability to disengage from a violent ideology after intervention.
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